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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

When media start raising an issue all at the same time, it’s usually a coordinated campaign directed

by a PR company on the behalf of a client. There’s a reason for it, and the reason is to sow a desired

narrative in the minds of people. They plant ideas so that when something happens, people are

already prepped with certain prejudices or assumptions.

So, what then might be the reason for everyone suddenly talking about AIDS? In December 2021,

President Biden announced a White House plan to “end the HIV/AIDS epidemic by 2030.”  The same

exact vow had been announced by the British Health Security Agency a week earlier.

“ Even as they seek to dump this pandemic in a
shallow grave, they are already prepping the public
for the next health scare — AIDS. ~ Off-Guardian”

Meanwhile, Prince Harry was out there urging everyone to get an HIV test, and Dutch researchers

announced the discovery of a concerning HIV strain. All of this is happening at the same time that

COVID is starting to fade out.

As noted by Off-Guardian,  “just because they’re giving slack on COVID does not mean the agenda

behind COVID is gone. Far from it. In fact, even as they seek to dump this pandemic in a shallow

grave, they are already prepping the public for the next health scare — AIDS.”

Prince Harry Urges Everyone to Get Tested for HIV

In recent weeks, Prince Harry has been making the rounds urging people to get an HIV test.

According to a February 10, 2022, report by the BBC,  “the Duke of Sussex ... wants to continue his

mum's ‘unZnished’ work in removing the stigma around the virus.”

Prince Harry has pointed out that during the last two years, HIV testing among heterosexual men

and women in the U.K. has dropped by 33%, compared to just 7% lower testing rates among gays

and bisexuals. At the same time, AIDS diagnoses among heterosexuals are outpacing those among

gays for the Zrst time in a decade.

Similarly, a February 9, 2022, opinion piece by Ian Green, chief executive of the Terrence Higgins

Trust (a British charity that provides HIV-related services), in The Guardian highlighted the need for

a “new strategy” to combat HIV. “Continuing to solely target those traditionally most at risk won't

work,” he said. The answer, according to Green, is more widespread testing of all people, regardless

of preconceived assumptions about risk.

New, More Infectious HIV Variant Discovered

While Prince Harry’s fame is milked for all it’s worth to get people to start thinking about getting

HIV-tested, the discovery of a new HIV variant in The Netherlands has also been announced.  Is that

a coincidence?

According to researchers, this mutated HIV virus, dubbed the VB variant, is more infectious and

causes more severe illness, twice as fast. As of early February 2022, there were 109 known cases

of the VB variant in The Netherlands. Curiously, scientists said the variant had been circulating for

decades. As reported by NPR, February 4, 2022:

“They discovered a total of 109 people who had this particular variant and never knew it,

dating all the way back to 1992. The variant probably emerged in the late '80s … picking up

steam around 2000 and then eventually slowing down around 2010.

People with this variant have a viral load that is three to four times higher than usual for

those with HIV. This characteristic means the virus progresses into serious illness twice as

fast — and also makes it more contagious ...

There's no need to develop special treatments for this variant … It shows no signs at all of

resisting medications, as some HIV variants do. But because the variant moves quickly,

people need to receive medicine as fast as possible.”

Researchers said they also observed a large rise in viral load in individuals with this variant by a 3.5

to 5.5 point increase. What this means is that infected persons could develop AIDS faster without

immediate treatment; which could explain the sudden call for mass testing, They wrote:

“By the time they were diagnosed, these individuals were vulnerable to developing AIDS

within 2 to 3 years … Without treatment, advanced HIV — CD4 cell counts below 350 cells

per cubic millimeter, with long-term clinical consequences — is expected to be reached, on

average, 9 months after diagnosis for individuals in their thirties with this variant.”

Are We Looking at Vaccine-Induced AIDS?

To all of this we can also add the concern that the COVID jab may be causing AIDS-like illness by

decimating immune function.  This is not to imply the shot is causing HIV/AIDS.  Rather, a Lancet

preprint  that compared outcomes among “vaccinated” and unvaccinated Swedes found that six

months’ post-jab, some of the more vulnerable vaccinated groups were at greater risk for

symptomatic COVID than their unvaccinated peers.

Clearly, the jabs are making some people MORE prone to infection and serious disease rather than

less so. According to a December 2021 article posted by the American Frontline Doctors:

“Doctors are calling this phenomena in the repeatedly vaccinated ‘immune erosion’ or

‘acquired immune deWciency,’ accounting for elevated incidence of myocarditis and other

post-vaccine illnesses that either affect them more rapidly, resulting in death, or more

slowly, resulting in chronic illness.”

In other words, they suspect myocarditis and other chronic health problems associated with the

jabs could be the result of vaccine-acquired immunodeZciency syndrome or “VAIDS,” which is

basically very similar to AIDS. The main difference is the initial trigger. In November 2021, the U.K.

also reported a 50% increase in ICU admissions of patients with immune system problems in the

preceding two months.

America’s Frontline Doctors warn the shots are creating “vaccine addicts,” in the sense that their

immune system won’t be able to ward off COVID without them. However, it’s still a losing venture,

as each shot only worsens the immune erosion, making you ever more vulnerable to all kinds of

infections — including HIV! As reported by Off-Guardian:

“We have already seen a plethora of predictions of increases in strokes and heart attacks,

all attributed to very much non-vaccine causes. Everything from increased energy prices to

lockdown-related depression has been blamed. That certainly appears to be pre-emptive

ass-covering behavior. And this ‘new variant’ of AIDS could be too.

If the COVID ‘vaccines’ cause millions of people to suddenly develop dysfunctional immune

systems, or some kind of antibody-dependent enhancement a ‘more dangerous new strain

of AIDS’ is a pretty good cover story, don’t you think? ...

In October 2020 one group of researchers, quoted in Forbes, warned that any potential

COVID ‘vaccine’ could increase your risk of being infected with HIV.

One of the few abandoned COVID vaccine candidates, from the University of Queensland,

actually used a protein from HIV as a ‘molecular clamp’ to bind their artiWcial spike proteins

together, the researchers claimed. This potential ‘vaccine’ was apparently discarded after

test subjects returned ‘false positives’ on HIV tests. ”

What’s the PR Campaign Trying to Hide?

We’re looking at several big puzzle pieces here:

1. Prince Harry and others reminding everyone about the importance to get tested for HIV

2. U.K. and U.S. governments simultaneously promising to eradicate AIDS by 2030

3. The discovery of a new, more infectious and dangerous HIV strain

4. Emerging data suggesting the COVID jabs erode your immune function

5. The theoretical possibility that the COVID jab might raise people’s risk of HIV infection, thus

possibly triggering an avalanche of AIDS cases in the near future

Could the focus on HIV testing, especially in combination with the warning of a new HIV strain, be

an effort to hide the fact that the COVID jabs are destroying people’s immune function, and possibly

promoting HIV infection?

Perhaps. But there’s also another possibility. The same week as Prince Harry’s media appearance

and the publication of the new HIV strain, Moderna also announced its launch of a human trial for

the world’s Zrst mRNA HIV vaccine. The timing of all of these reports strongly indicate that this is a

coordinated PR plan.

Human Trial for mRNA HIV Vaccine Is Underway

As reported by Bloomberg:

“Like Moderna’s COVID vaccine, the shot uses mRNA technology to deliver the instructions

for key proteins needed to build an immune response ... Researchers have spent decades

working out a possible way to inoculate people against HIV, and mRNA will make it

possible to test the theory much faster than expected.

This work should help companies including PWzer, BioNTech and SanoW, all accelerating

their own efforts to design and test mRNA vaccines, to understand when the technology

can — and can’t — make a difference in disease prevention ...

Creating an mRNA vaccine for HIV is trickier than making the kind of SARS-CoV-2 shots

we’ve become familiar with. The mRNA COVID vaccines deliver the recipe for the spike

protein ... This causes immune cells to produce neutralizing antibodies against COVID,

much as they would do if they had experienced a COVID infection.

With HIV, there’s no such simple recipe. HIV’s equivalent to the spike protein — its envelope

glycoprotein — is wilier. It hides its vulnerable aspects, making it didcult for immune cells

to generate antibodies against it. An even bigger problem is that HIV starts to mutate

within hours of infecting someone ...

HIV behaves like ‘a swarm of slightly different viruses’ ... People with HIV rarely develop

neutralizing antibodies, and in the very few who do, the antibodies take years to evolve —

far too long for them to effectively Wght the virus. The immune system can’t keep up.

But what if the immune system could be given a head start? That’s the idea behind the

Moderna/IAVI vaccine ... The researchers will administer a series of shots to try to coax the

immune system along that years-long process ahead of time so that when it is exposed to

HIV, it can spring into action.”

Hiding Injuries or Manufacturing Need for Vaccine, or Both?

So, to recap, the media’s focus on AIDS testing and the emergence of a more infectious strain of

HIV may well be a coordinated effort to both:

a) Hide devastating COVID jab effects, and

b) Manufacture the perception that we have an urgent need for an HIV vaccine

If true, just think how sick that is. A widely-pushed mRNA injection for one pandemic causes a

second pandemic that is worse than the Zrst, allowing them to roll out a second mRNA “vaccine.”

That second injection then erodes immune function even more, giving rise to a third epidemic and

another injection. Where does it end? This plan has failure written all over it.

When I Zrst learned of the mRNA COVID jab, it immediately struck me as a bad idea. There were

several blatantly obvious mechanisms by which they might cause harm. Today, those concerns are

borne out in injury and death statistics. The possibility for things to go wrong with an mRNA HIV

vaccine is also assured, if you ask me. As reported by Bloomberg, the entire premise behind it is

speculative.

The Moderna HIV vaccine will target a certain subset of B-cells known to loosely bind to HIV. The

idea is that by prodding these B-cells with mRNA instructions, delivered through a series of shots,

they might develop the capacity to produce neutralizing antibodies against HIV.

My fear here is that if the COVID shot can cause immune depletion after repeated doses, what kind

of dysfunction might a series of HIV shots trigger? Endless COVID-19 booster shots are being

presented as the solution to the pandemic, as repeated injections increase the level of antibodies in

your body,  but artiZcially inkated antibodies caused by repeated booster shots signal to your body

that you’re always infected.

The resulting immune response may actually do more harm than good, and may accelerate the

development of autoimmune conditions such as Parkinson’s, Kawasaki disease and multiple

sclerosis, for example.  Will an HIV vaccine based on a similar process be any safer? I doubt it.

The Fauci Connection

As noted by James Corbett in the video at the top of this article, there’s another interesting parallel

between COVID and AIDS, namely Dr. Anthony Fauci himself. He was in charge of both of these

epidemics, and without doubt — unless our justice system wakes up before then — he’ll be in

charge of the coming AIDS campaign as well.

The parallels between Fauci’s AIDS campaign in the ‘80s and COVID are so strikingly similar, it’s

almost like a handbook that’s being repeated, Corbett says. In the ‘80s, Fauci pushed the deadly

drug AZT as the only permissible way to treat AIDS. During the COVID pandemic, Fauci’s failed and

lethal Ebola drug remdesivir got the greenlight at the expense of far safer treatment alternatives.

Fauci is also a connecting link between the COVID shots and the HIV jab, as he’s been eagerly

pushing for a transition from conventional vaccines to this new mRNA platform. As recently as

October 2019, he participated in a panel discussion about how this transition might be achieved in

light of regulatory hurdles and public distrust of gene transfer technologies.

Fauci acknowledged it would indeed be very diocult to change people’s perception about vaccines

(in this particular case he was referring to the ku vaccine). His advice? “Do it from within and say, ‘I

don’t care what your perception is, we’re going to address the problem.’”

Not only does Fauci not care about public perception, he doesn’t care who he hurts either. He didn’t

care about AIDS patients in the ‘80s, and he doesn’t care about COVID patients today. If he did, he’d

insist on doctors using whatever works, and not just the products that he’s personally vested in.

HIV Discoverer Dies

An odd coincidence in the middle of all this is the unexpected death of Dr. Luc Montagnier, who

together with Harald zur Hausen and Françoise Barré-Sinoussi in 2008 won the Nobel Prize for

Physiology or Medicine for the discovery of the human immunodeZciency virus (HIV).

Montagnier, who was 89 years old, died February 8, 2022, at the American Hospital of Paris in

Neuilly-sur-Seine. No speciZcs about the cause of death have been released.  Montagnier was an

outspoken critic of the COVID jab from the start. He also suspected SARS-CoV-2 was genetically

engineered, as the spike protein shared similarities with HIV.

Is the AIDS Hype a Real Threat?

So, does the emerging AIDS hype rekect a real threat? Is it just an attempt to keep the population in

fear? Or are they simply trying to cover up COVID jab effects? If it’s a cover-up, was HIV infection an

accidental consequence or an intentional effect of the jab?

Might the new HIV variant actually be the result of mass COVID injection? After all, the timing of

this “super strain” of HIV is interesting, to say the least. Why did it take 40 years for it to emerge?

Will HIV testing now be pushed the way COVID testing has been, and if so, why? As noted by Off-

Guardian,  for all we know, AIDS screening may simply be another way of monitoring this massive

health experiment. For now, we have far more questions than answers, but if we keep asking them,

eventually we’re bound to unearth the truth.

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored Library

has Znally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again able to

share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years. Click below to access

my Censored Library now.

As a reminder, my daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com before

anywhere else. After 48 hours, the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on Substack.
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What’s Behind the New AIDS Scare?
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola " Fact Checked

As the media are abandoning COVID, they’re taking aim at AIDS instead. The timing of AIDS-related articles and announcements is indicative of a

coordinated PR campaign, which must have a speciZc purpose
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While Prince Harry’s fame is milked for all it’s worth to get people to start thinking about getting HIV-tested, the discovery of a new HIV variant in The

Netherlands has also been announced. The variant is more contagious, and causes more severe disease, twice as fast. There are 109 known cases

of the HIV variant in The Netherlands

#

The COVID jab may be causing AIDS-like illness by decimating immune function. Researchers have also warned the COVID jab may raise your risk of

HIV infection. Is the media’s focus on AIDS an attempt to cover up COVID jab effects?
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The same week as Prince Harry’s media appearance and the publication of the new HIV strain, Moderna announced its launch of a human trial for the

world’s Zrst mRNA HIV vaccine
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The parallels between Dr. Anthony Fauci’s AIDS campaign in the ‘80s and COVID are strikingly similar. In the ‘80s, Fauci pushed the deadly drug AZT

as the only permissible way to treat AIDS. During the COVID pandemic, Fauci’s failed and lethal Ebola drug remdesivir got the greenlight at the

expense of far safer treatment alternatives. Fauci has also been pushing for a transition from conventional vaccines to the mRNA platform
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM
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Yes we know Tony, the rat, Fauci is still at it. He needs to be taken out yesterday. I am thinking a little break. For many years I lived

beyond the grid in the Coastal mountains of Northern California. Among the many things I had the pleasure of viewing most days was

the Redtail Hawk writing songs across the sky. https://youtu.be/udRFQOsrjpU   Kate Wolf 1942 - 1986 R.I.P. Would be 80 this year.
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Guillermou
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Good morning OTIS, after a rat comes another rat that can be even worse. FRANCIS COLLINS, M.D., PH.D., AFTER EXITING THE

TOP PERCH AT THE NIH IN THE LAST WEEKS OF 2021, IS BACK IN THE UPPER ECHELONS OF U.S. SCIENTIFIC LEADERSHIP

AS PRESIDENT JOE BIDEN'S SCIENCE ADVISER. Collins also assumes the role of co-chair of Biden's Council of Advisors on

Science and Technology. www.Zercebiotech.com/biotech/biden-taps-ex-nih-director-francis-colli..  (02/18/2022)
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Gui, can you imagine working for over the cliff Brandon? My certainty for 2022 is that Fauci, Collins, and the rest of the rats will

be taken out before years end. The movement in Canada is the spark that is lighting Zres around the world. People continue to

wake up, off the couch and into the streets with peaceful protests. The Trucker convoys now staging in the U.S. will add much

fuel to a movement that will take these evil psychopaths down. BTW Dr. David Martin does not use the word hope. He uses the

word "certainty". Kate Wolf again. Eyes of a Painter. https://youtu.be/RCj_XmmGsWI
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Yes, OTIS, certainty that the citizens of the US and Canada are being subjected to a fascist regime. Trucker Hack: If This Was

China, You'd Be TerriZed rumble.com/vvh9ms-trucker-hack-if-this-was-china-youd-be-terriZed.htm..
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PRESS RELEASE: AMERICAN TRUCKERS ARE LAUNCHING THE PEOPLE’S CONVOY, A PEACEFUL AND UNIFIED

TRANSCONTINENTAL MOVEMENT. By Robert W. Malone MD. American Truckers are launching The People’s Convoy, a peaceful

and uniZed transcontinental movement, on February 23 from Adelanto Stadium in Southern California ADELANTO, Calif., (Feb.

20, 2022) American truckers are launching The People’s Convoy, a peaceful and uniZed transcontinental movement, on

Wednesday, February 23, 2022, from the Adelanto Stadium in Southern California. Starting at 10:00 a.m., hundreds of truckers

will hear words of encouragement and blessings from a group of speakers including FLCCC President Dr. Pierre Kory and

Godspeak Church Pastor Rob McCoy.

The truckers and blue-collar workers of the United States will be joined by freedom-loving supporters from all walks of life –

frontline doctors, lawyers, Zrst- responders, former military servicemen and women, students, retirees, mothers, fathers and

children – on this peaceful and law-abiding transcontinental journey toward the east coast. The truckers encourage one and all

to come out to the stadium in the heart of Adelanto, California to wish them well, see them off and join in the journey.

Newsmax and Eric Bolling have indicated they will do a ride along and live daily updates from the convoy with Maureen Steele.

The Epoch Times and a variety of other journalists, media outlets and podcasters will also be embedding. Children’s Health

Defense’s CHD.TV will be covering the convoy – and the activists on the ground and across the country – with live updates every

day at 10 am EST at live.childrenshealthdefense.org  | rwmalonemd.substack.com/.../press-release-american-truckers-are

 (02/21/2022)
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I do hope you're right otis that the rats will be taken out before years end. I don't have a lot of faith this will be so, they've

planned every scenario for far too long to have it messed up. Still... we can hope. There's a lot of info out there suggesting what

is going on behind the scenes to bring this to an end very soon. However it's very hard to know what's facts or otherwise. So

much misinformation both ways.
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here is a song for you Otis - https://youtu.be/K1dqcg0psQI
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Gui, your link to Russel Brand's "Trucker Hack, If This Was China, You Would be TerriZed" seems to indicate the people that have

been hacked are being treated by Canadian leaders following directions from the Chinese. Brand labeled it right when he used

the label of "Technocratic Tyranny". Each time the fascists come down on the peaceful protesters they, the fascists, are digging

their hole deeper. So deep they will not be seeing any light.  In 1980 I was living in San Francisco. My next door neighbor worked

on an airlines going back and forth from San Francisco to Paris.

He was said to be the Zrst case of Aids in SF. I lived for another 3 years in SF before heading north. It was sad beyond belief

what was happening in SF, a city with a high population of "gays". My barber said he was losing many customers to Aids. And

now to Znd out Tony, the Rat, Fauci was behind the death and disease we had to witness makes me very very sad. Kate Wolf

again with Norton Buffalo on harmonica. Across the Great Divide. https://youtu.be/T2Kn3j7o2yY
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Stan, thanks but no thanks.
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Gui, there are more than the "People's Convoy". Another one is the "American Freedom Convoy 2022", and a third one "Convoy 4

Freedom". The American Freedom Convoy 2022 is for the following: Free to Work, Free to Travel, Free to Learn, Free to Speak,

Free to Pray, Free to say NO. If you look at the U.S. road map it shows convoys on all main highways from the NW, SW, NE, SE

and all other main arteries of highways. They are requesting trucks, autos, motor homes, and motorcycles join the convoys. This

movement is meant to be big and with a big message for politicians and all Rats that they hang with. I don't know how organized

they all are but expect to see more undercover operatives to disrupt and just make trouble. For the Truckers, a taste of country

by Emmylou Harris. https://youtu.be/c4bufWfOnuA
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OTIS, Nature Magazine Publications: The lawyer played by Tom Hanks in Philadelphia had to face the double stigma of being

gay and having AIDS in the 1980s and 1990s. The population's ignorance and fear of a virus that was infecting more and more

people, who were dying at that time, caused walls to be erected against the sick. When people feel threatened they tend to look

for someone to blame and in the case of VIH it fell to Gaetan Dugas, known as Patient Zero, a nickname that was due to a

mistake and led him to be one of the most demonized patients in history. For years Dugas has been the scapegoat accused of

transmitting the human immunodeZciency virus (HIV) in the US and around the world, despite the fact that the scientiZc

community has repeatedly insisted that it was impossible for it to be the work of a single man, and so quickly.

A new study published in the journal Nature shows that the name Patient Zero comes from an error in coining the term in a

study conducted in the early 1980s; that this person labeled as the Zrst case was not actually the Zrst, but one of many infected;

and that the virus did not come to the US directly from Africa, but came from the Caribbean and from there jumped to New York,

from where it spread widely and rapidly throughout the country. Scientists also sequenced the virus from eight other men

infected with HIV during the 1970s. From these genetic codes, scientists estimate that HIV came to the United States from Haiti

in 1970 or 1971, but doctors don't know. detected for years.
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"The virus got to New York City pretty early," says evolutionary biologist Michael Worobey, who led the study. "It was really under

the radar for a decade or so." More references and history of AIDS in the links. The VIH evolution tree shows that the genomes

of the 1970s and the US epidemic as a whole "are phylogenetically nested within the oldest and most genetically diverse

subtype B epidemic in the Caribbean countries," the study says.

Other analyzes also place the sequences within subtype B of the Caribbean of Haiti, the Dominican Republic, Jamaica, Trinidad

and Tobago and Haitian immigrants from the USA (the latter one of the groups where more cases had been detected in those

early years of AIDS, when was known as the disease of the four 'h' by the groups in which it predominated: homosexuals, heroin

addicts, hemophiliacs and Haitians). www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2016/10/26/498876985/mystery-solved-..

 | www.elmundo.es/.../5810dd5046163f1a4f8b457b.html  | www.nature.com/.../news990211-1

 | www.nature.com/.../d42859-018-00008-6
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I think we may all be thinking of taking a little break, Otis! I have been trying to persuade my husband for months that we need

to prepare for the worst; that war is coming and he has kept telling me that I am being unrealistic! Took months to get candles

which we needed in the recent power cuts.
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Gui, from your links it looks like the Zrst Aids case in the U.S. was searched for by several but not sure a patient zero was found.

Your second link is in Spanish and I don't see a translator to bring it to English. In my neighbors case of being called the Zrst in

San Francisco it could be a result of people not being familiar with other cases and just continued the rumor as I did in my

above comment. Aids was spreading in the San Francisco gay bath houses where, from what I was told, anything goes. I think

they may have closed them down. Grateful Dead, Ripple. https://youtu.be/PIyfMiA3Xe0  The story of making Ripple by the

Grateful Dead. https://youtu.be/lTcxpEYOWQY
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Otis - I'll try again - here is my favorite female folk singer - https://youtu.be/82xFXJRo-jg
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Stan, many thanks for this cause I was not on the same kight as your Zrst song with BD. I only watched a bit of your favorite

female folk singer but I really like it. It is one hour and Zfty three minutes long and it is now 4:15 am here in Northern California

so will catch it all for sure tomorrow.
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Well4life and pipblanc thanks for your comments. Yep I need a break. Been trying to take one but you know how it is. Once you

get in the loop it just keeps looping. Maybe a brass ring. There are just times when it gets so overwhelming staying up on the

evil in the world. Maybe I'll keep up on the love in the world. And just keep on Truckin' as in the Grateful Dead.

https://youtu.be/G2IDtMy-ca8
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catladyjan
Joined On 11/17/2021 6:16:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fauci is an evil little gnome.....a psychopath!
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for the song, Otis. It's early; so I'll have to give a listen later on. I simply call fraudski and billy boy, the EVIL TWINS! I

knew what the plan(s) was, from the very beginning. Apart from the Eugenics aspect...mRNA shots for life, pills, testing and

tracking (contact tracing)! Of course, it goes so much deeper than that; but this is where it all begins! I would love to live the life

that you do. Perhaps, if I had seen all of this coming, in my younger days...The best year of my life; was when I lived on a foster

farm in 1964.

For me - nature IS life! The fact that the oligarchs have done their very best to destroy nature; for decades, makes me furious!

For the time being; most of my time (internet) will be devoted to keeping up with trudeau's efforts to take down what used to be

"my country". He sold out to communist China, years ago. There are now videos circulating (even some mainstream outlets) of

this traitor stating how much he "admires" China and their "dictatorship"! Why would any freedom loving person trust anything

that comes out of this fools mouth?
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hey Otis, And I watched two redtail hawks dancing over the farm yesterday as their mating season has arrived...just when I was

looking for a school desk to hide under. Corrupted power playing more mind games, the soup de jour...editing history and reality

on the ky...while maintaining the illusion of immortality...Kings, queens and princes are still a thing? Or royalty transferred to

politicians, priests, doctors and mounted police? All phony as the virtues they lay down or as George Carlin quipped, "It's all

bullshit and bad for ya." It's man's genetic legacy to infect the future with mass insanity always re-upped in the season of war.

Network cheerleaders never rest. Scare me once, shame on me. When will Canadians and Americans call a halt to

institutionalized absurdity?...and let their spirits ky-free.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Now I know why a white-tailed hawk landed on my balcony railing the other day. Thanks! - - - - - - - - - Have been doubting the

origins of AIDS for a long, long time. When bitchute Zrst was kooded with banned videos, a long documentary was posted on

the connection of Belgian-funded experimental polio vaccine called Chat being tested on a million people across what was then

the Belgian Congo, Rwanda, and Burundi. The theory goes that this vaccine may have been contaminated, possibly grown on

chimpanzee kidney cells instead of monkey kidney cells. Here's an article by Gore Vidal and another, dating from 2000 outlining

the possible origins may trace back to 1957-60, from experiments using a live vaccine developed by Dr Hilary Koprowski, a

Polish-born American virologist that hardly anyone remembers now.

HIV is similar to SIV simian version of the virus. 'This is where Aids started. I'm quite sure' - -

www.theguardian.com/.../0,,367345,00.html  . The book by Ed Hooper, who spent 10 years in Africa researching possible

origins is 700 pages or more, here's a link: www.amazon.com/.../0316372617  _ _ _ _ My sidenote: I had just Znished reading

"Plague of Corruption" by Dr Judy at the time this showed up.

Was not aware of any of these theories or laboratory techniques, or that millions of Africans died of Aids anually for 20 - 25

years after these experiments concluded. The theories mesh nicely, as each locale that planned to distribute vaccines used

whatever animal cells were available to grow the vaccine on. Monkey kidney cells were mostly used in Africa. Other countries

used rabbits, dog tissues whatever was available locally. Appears possible animal cell contamination was/is the reason to

switch to mRNA shots, now lab grown appears hugely contaminated too.
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Otis    for what it's worth, thank you for the 5-minute retrospective on perhaps their, or more accurately, Robert Hunter's very

best song, Ripple. I treasure but rarely play it, hearing it only happenstancially that never may come a time when its beauty

doesn't fail to send a shiver "let it be known, there is a fountain, that was not made by the hands of man". That is THE anthem

that sustains me as I rail against the soulless agenda of the Globalists. Here's another gem played at the same venue a day later

than your Ripple link. swisscows.com/video/watch?query=grateful%20dead%20live%20bird%20song&a..
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stan,          thanks for the Sandy Denny link. I thankfully got caught in the slipstream of some overseas fans of hers in the early

1970s. They were into British folk bands like Fairport Convention (FC) and Magna Carta. By the time I "discovered" her she had

already left FC. And I can't think of any other voice better suited than hers to sing the counterpart to Plant's vocal in Zeppelin's,

Battle Of Evermore.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy, thanks for comments. My back story in shorthand. I owned 30 acres in the Coastal mountains of N. California for 39

years. 1971 to 2010. I lived there, beyond the grid, for 15 years. 1995 to 2010 and was a weekender for the Zrst 24 years,

escaping from San Francisco and other points north. I was part of the back to land movement but could only weekend for 24

years due to Znancial family responsibilities. It would have been great if I could have been there for the full 39 years. When I did

move up in 1995 marijuana was selling for $5,000/lb. Unfortunately many original anti-materialist back to landers were, by

1995, in it for the money and toys and comforts the $ would buy. My peace and quiet and solitude in the mountains was

interrupted by many things such as: generators, gun shots, pot guard dogs barking, sheriff overkights, helicopters hauling out

pot with nets, and home invasions.

But all wasn't negative as we had lots of dinner parties, nature with the Redtail hawks, bear, mountain lions, rattlesnakes, deer,

lots of little animals, lots of birds, lots of snow and music. The occasional trips to town for concerts such as Reggie on the

River, Kate Wolf Festival, and many smaller venues. I now live in a small village of eclectics and enjoying my life as I still protest

at the age of 80 by joining a protest group of No Mandates, No Masks, and Freedom to Choose.
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gents, full spectrum covert immune system damage is/are the "self-selective" weapons of mass destruction with plausible

deniability for centuries/millennia already ... the eugenicist/ranchers have been high-grading the herd(s) since time

immemorial... look at all the bombshell trannies (in their youth only) we have today... they didn't all just come from one genetic

mutation. https://egi.fakeologist.com/  [space] www.youtube.com/.../UCP0KtsTybqH1HG_Ewyg_Q2Q       [space]

 www.youtube.com/.../UCP0KtsTybqH1HG_Ewyg_Q2Q /videos [space ] odysee.com/@realityquest:5  [space]

fakeologist.com/.../spanish-ku-explained  [space] ia904500.us.archive.org/32/items/1918-spanish-ku-fraud/1918%20spanish..
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Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

epi-cure, yes. "Ripple in still water when there is no pebble tossed Nor wind to blow." and your quote from the song also. "Let it

be known, there is a fountain, that was not made by the hands of man." Poetry in motion. I lived in San Francisco from late 60s

to early 80s and got to see a lot of live music by locals, The Grateful Dead, Jefferson Airplane, Quicksilver Messenger Service,

and many non locals. Shows at Bill Graham's Fillmore West, The Family Dog, Winterland, and many smaller local clubs featuring

one of a kind live shows. The link is The Grateful Dead live at Winterland in 1974 which I attended. Great show with the longer

version of "Walk me out in the Morning Dew" a cover originally written by Bonnie Dodson and sang at the Folk City in 1962 by

Bonnie. She later did a version with Robert Plant.

duckduckgo.com/?q=grateful+dead+walk+me+out+in+the+morning+dew&iax..
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Randy", "...For the time being; most of my time (internet) will be devoted to keeping up with trudeau's efforts to take down what

used to be "my country."... Well, here is more bad news that just arrived in my email about Trudeau,

www.nraila.org/articles/20220222/two-weeks-to-katten-your-rights , so please don't shoot the messenger...oh wait, you won't

have anything left to shoot with. :-(
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Forbidden, cat lady, rose, & Robert thanks for your comments. The hawks entertain us with love. And another thanks to Gui. I am

putting out a lot of music today as I just want/need a break. I love music and many many different kinds of music. Got my

beginning in the hills of West Virginia listening to Blue Grass. And a jump start this past Christmas when my daughter got me a

record player. So slowly going through my album collection of 350 which includes 45 albums by the Rolling Stones. Love that

rock n roll.
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Grulla, when the teacher told the kid that guns kill people he responded by saying his pencil failed his math exam. Trudeau and

an unknown number of parliament are graduates from Klaus Schwab's school he founded in 1992 as are political leaders around

the world. Just like Soros has funded many political campaigns in the U.S. for prosecutors, judges, and people they want

elected that will follow their agenda.
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pjmauigirl
Joined On 4/14/2021 12:00:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for sharing the song. It brought back lovely memories of those times. One of my current joys is watching the hawks

that soar above my yard in the afternoons. It's time to focus more energy on all that is good and right and true!
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fanofjesus
Joined On 1/3/2012 1:41:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

yes, Kate Wolf; I have all her music. We have a kate wolf festival in our real northern ca neck of the woods every year.
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fanofjesus, are you talking about the Kate Wolf Festival at the Black Oak Ranch in Laytonville? When I lived off grid for 15 years

it was 12 miles up and over Spy Rock so Laytonville was the closes town. Went to several Kate Wolf Festivals. The one coming

up in June will be the 25th anniversary and the last one.  I still live in the area but off Spy Rock.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

pj, glad to hear you are friends with the hawks and enjoyed the memories Kate Wolf brought to you. Yep, my brain is beginning

to feel scrambled with this ever changing Covid-19 movie.
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zinovius
Joined On 12/12/2020 2:36:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks so much Otis !!! Beautiful amazing music !!! so peaceful compared to today's piece of horse *** "music" by

computer-"musicians". Fauci has managed to destroy probably the peace and health in the world. And those who are behind him

and pulling the strings like Gates and Google and ass.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

zinovius, your welcome. Glad you enjoyed the music. For sure music has changed over the years. It's almost unbelievable how

much Tony the Rat Fauci and many many others have destroyed life on this planet. I have caught some of the testimony at

Reiner Fuelmich et al "Grand Jury" hearings and it is clear the people involved in this virus scam have no soul. They are walking

dead. So very sad.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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Read RFK Jr's book, The Real Anthony Fauci, beg, borrow, steal if you have too.

www.amazon.com/Real-Anthony-Fauci-Democracy-Childrens/dp/1510766804  , (yes, it's Amazon but it's from RFK's site, the Children's

Health Defense.) Many advise people to read the Zrst part of the book & than the last few chapters, to follow up with the middle after.

In his book of documented facts, the middle is huge and documents the HIV/AID's debacle and Fauci's role in it. Current events

suggest perhaps right now one should focus on the HIV/AID's chapters as if one replaces HIV/AIDs with Corona Covid-19, it would be

almost seamless behavior from not only Fauci, but all the other players involved, Legacy Media, the Medical Establishment, Gov't, &

more.

Just shows what we are seeing has been going on for a long time. RFK exposes AIDs of the 80s' came more from an Innate Immune

System overwhelmed to be followed by an out-of-control Adaptive Immune System, (massive antibody response,) not able to keep up

to what would normally be background disease the body usually can handle. The immune system then is incapable of defending itself

from a host of different combinations & collections of disease the body normally keeps at bay, basically collapses from exhaustion.

A process apparently brought on by a party drug known as 'poppers' to enhance sexual pleasure. Damaged immune systems are a

concern with many people for the accustomed run of the mill Vax's mimicking a Leaky Gut dampening our defenses. The Jab/s driving

our defenses into overdrive, to be followed by more Jab/s is more like the destruction followed by the Poppers. Never ending Covid

shots, with new mNRA Flu & HIV shots with their newest dose of poison marketed as a savior medicine. Great business model for

temporary enhanced proZt$ though, that is until the pool of suckers is depleted.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Thanks Just, yes, in his book "The Real Anthony Fauci, Bill Gates, Big Pharma, and the Global War on Democracy and Public

Health," in 1983 the NIAID exaggerates public fears of pandemics, and the Zrst instinct of the Dr. Fauci potentiated the terror of

contagion. He became a villain among AIDS activists with a 1983 article in the Journal of the American Medical Association

warning that AIDS could be spread by casual contact. At the time, AIDS was almost exclusive to intravenous drug users and

men who have sex with men, but Dr. Fauci incorrectly warned of “the possibility that routine close contact, such as within a

home family member, can spread the disease.

Since "nonsexual, nonbloodborne transmission is possible," Fauci wrote, "the scope of the syndrome may be enormous." In his

history of the AIDS crisis, "And the Band Played On," author Randy Shilts reported that the world's leading AIDS expert, Arye

Rubinstein, was "stunned" by Fauci's "stupidity" because his statement did not rekect contemporary scientiZc knowledge.

archive.org/details/andbandplayedon00shil/page/300/mode/2up?q=fauci  (2021) America's bought, blinded, brainless

mainstream media is criticizing Senator Ron Johnson for his observation that Dr. Anthony Fauci "overrated" the danger of HIV

during the 1980s. Fauci created all kinds of fear, saying he could affect the entire population when he couldn't," Johnson said

during a Dec.

1 interview with Fox News host Brian Kilmeade on the "Brian Kilmeade Show."

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/media-sen-ron-johnson-fauci-hiv-da..  AZT had been approved faster than any drug in

FDA history, and activists hailed it as a victory. The price paid for victory, however, was that almost all government drug trials

from that point on focused on AZT, while more than 100 other promising drugs went uninvestigated.”

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/kim-iversen-fauci-aids-epidemic-co..
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bowgirl
Joined On 12/3/2011 6:17:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Reading the HIV chapters shed light on EVERYTHING. I'll never get a vax, and I was was not anti vax, just selective of those that

would beneZt me. I understand none may be of use. I was literally bash by one on my kids Grand moms last week, because me

son did not have the chickenpox vax. I came out when he was 3. I told her he was not going to be the guinea pig. It went thru day

care the next year. I owned the facility, 3 kids got it. Then she bashed me for not being vaxxed, I had COVID in 2/2020. Dealing

with the mental declines of the triple vaxxed is diocult. Her triple vaxxed son can help her... I'm done.
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Siggysauer
Joined On 10/8/2021 8:12:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

juststeve: very interesting facts, especially about the poppers.  I have always believed in the childhood vaccinations. My

children were all born in the early 80’s, and the substantial increase in the number of vaccines they want parents to get for their

children now is astonishing.  If this new HIV vaccine isn’t a RED FLAG for people, they deserve what they get…and I feel terrible

saying that.
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dude01
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Just Znished reading it a week ago, Steve. I thought that it was a bit unusual that the AIDS in Africa had a lot of differences

when compared to the AIDS that was taking place in the US. Regarding the different chapters, each one is like a mini book in

itself. Plenty of footnotes after every chapter. It seems like there is enough evidence in that book to put Fauci and Gates away

for a long time.  bowgirl, I know it's often not easy, but just do your best to let those comments from the triple vaxxed enter in

one ear, and exit quickly out the other. Many of those comments are from those who are afraid, and wish they had never been

vaxxed. They are now hoping they can Znd a good reason for having allowed the unknown and experimental poison to be

injected into their bodies.
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JustSteve, The biggest purposeful OVERSIGHT (as far as I can see) is overlooking natural immunity from people who have

recovered. How does anyone think virus or similar types of miasma's (upper respiratory illness) were dispensed with in the past

3,000 - 4,000 years of recorded history? The covid-recovered have the worst reactions to these shots; their immune system,

already in high gear, suddenly sees an antigen coming from inside, not outside the body. Injuries and deaths are sure to follow. -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - Also is an economic/political/GREED angle that is intertwined in the so-called govt. pubic health advice: If

people had been properly tested as covid-recovered, they represent the sterilizing effect on the outbreak.

Could represent half the population or more by now... Further, a large chunk of taxpayer dollars (in the form of printed money, or

more govt debt) would not have been squandered fund a shot-in-every arm dream, koated out by Bill Gates and through his

Foundation's control over the WHO and mainstream media, wafted incessantly over the planet. Govt rollout and failure to target

shots to those who needed them (like diabetics), vs the entire populace is an artifact of GREED incarnate, showing the

Gates-described 20:1 return on investment in action. Then Collins, head of the NIH, has the nerve to call the authors of the Great

Barrington Declaration "fringe" epidemiologist.

More recently, Justin Trudeau called his Canadian Freedom Convoy truckers "fringe elements". See the global reset politics in

play here? Mockingbirds indeed! Back to the big US mistake (CDC, Fauci, FDA) : If the covid-recovered had been acknowledged,

like they were in many countries in the EU, this entire episode would have lasted the 12 to 14 months Dr Fauci Zrst mentioned

early on, ending before the rollout of any shots, any shedding, any spikes in the death curves, and Pharma houses would not

raked in billions upon billions in proZts from their clot/death shots.
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It appears to me that a new crisis was needed. The people are not to be allowed to "return to normal". Dr Fauci is not even remotely
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It appears to me that a new crisis was needed. The people are not to be allowed to "return to normal". Dr Fauci is not even remotely

human.
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bugeyeYy
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" The variant is more contagious, and causes more severe disease, twice as fast. There are 109 known cases of the HIV variant in The

Netherlands." No, it isn't, it doesn't, and there are not. Genomic surveillance doesn't work, just as it doesn't work for SARS-CoV-2. The

end to all this fearmongering comes when people start to admit that this whole regime, the entire viral house of cards, is nonsensical.

The only reason not to admit this is because you need the fearmongering too.
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There is no 'virus' we can catch. What they're seeing in their labs and petri-dishes is the result of disease, not the cause. It's our

bodies reacting to / detoxing from stress, fear, pollution, EMF's, toxic injections, unhealthy lifestyles, etc. etc. There is just fear.

And the biggest lie ever.
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What makes Covid-19 and any virus more dangerous are previous pathologies, vaccines and all environmental toxins that are

consumed in food, which weaken the immune system, create hyperinkammation. We are seeing how all environmental toxins,

those that enter the diet, as well as the manipulations of biology, environmental pollution, pesticides such as glyphosate and

electromagnetic, especially 5G, vaccines and prions, in humans and animals are an attack for health and biodiversity. These

toxins accumulate in the body, damage DNA, creating immunosuppressed people where the Covid-19 virus or with any virus can

mutate, and we are seeing, from Dr. Mercola's reports sharing analyzes with scientists, that they are not subject to

manipulations of the corrupt elites, who are defending the true science, as said toxics and especially the vaccines favor this

process.

First of all, we must enhance natural immunity, which is what will defeat any virus. For this we must take care of "the ground",

that is, the internal environment of the body, to overcome any external germ. What Béchamp called "ground" is very close to

what modern medicine has now called the innate immune system. We must consider the adaptation of people to diseases,

through a suitable modulation of the immune system. Traces of viral DNA can be found scattered throughout the human

genome and scientists have proven it. When an epidemic occurs at some point in evolution, the population that is attacked by

any pathogen adapts. Let us take care above all of the good adaptation to natural immunity.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I resent people trying to convince me that I am sick and the only way to "health" is through some evil, toxic nanobot shot! I am

not 'sick'. I am healthy. Healthy people do not need any "help" in order to get healthy - or stay healthy. I want nothing to do with

Witch Doctors! Gui; as you alluded to, we all have millions of viral particles in our bodies that we live with (synergistically) on a

daily basis. Why would we ever be afraid of them?
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factorygal
Joined On 5/26/2012 6:21:26 PM
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Was wondering how it could be so severe and contagious with only 109 cases but it's been around for 10 years? Am I not

understanding something?
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dihirod
Joined On 10/30/2010 3:00:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Montangier declared, as soon as details of the genetic code of SARS-COV2 was released, that it contains a segment of the HIV

code. That was one of his proofs that the virus was man-made.
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Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM
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Absolutely and I have written elsewhere that I would hazard a guess (I am not a scientist), based on my experience of COVID

from November 2019 to June 2020 ( and Long Covid thereafter), that it is composed of SARs or MERs, EBV, Avian ku, Swine ku,

with a little bit of bat thrown in for good measure stirred with "gain of function" technology and distributed by air, touch, and

other human transmission media with an extra dollop of FEAR. It looks like this was not so far off the mark as I thought at the

time! This is seriously bad news for the immunity of the majority of the population, that is those who have been vaccinated.

The whole purpose of the PLANDEMIC is to create FEAR so that people are herded into having mRNA technology inserted into

them and to destroy their immune systems, and even it could be argued their humanity. When I worked at JP Morgan in the

1980s as an analyst, I was very concerned about AZT and the pharmaceutical companies' behaviour in general. I became aware

of the Bilderberg group around that time! Thank you Dr.Mercola for continuing to shine the light of truth in these dark times.

Namaste.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Very true the statement of Pr. Montagnier, Nobel laureate who discovered HIV and said in February 2020 that COVID19 was a

virus created by man with HIV sequences. Yes, everything seems to indicate that the mass media are preparing humanity for

the new mRNA vaccines against HIV/AIDS. This AIDS has undoubtedly been promoted by the "vaccines" against the Whuan

coronavirus by damaging the immune system and also having said virus a variant of HIV. In this study, 4 insertions were found

in the spike glycoprotein (S) that are exclusive to 2019-nCoV and are not present in other coronaviruses.

Importantly, the amino acid residues in all 4 inserts have identity or similarity to those of HIV-1 gp120 or HIV-1 Gag.

www.biorxiv.org/.../2020.01.30.927871v1  (2020) Asymptomatic HIV infection is the second stage of HIV/AIDS. During this

stage, there are no symptoms of HIV infection. This stage is also called chronic HIV infection or clinical latency. During this

stage, the virus continues to multiply in the body and the immune system slowly weakens, but the person has no symptoms.

Theoretically, all those infected with "covid" vaccinated who fell ill with "ku-like" symptoms and were diagnosed with covid are

possibly HIV carriers. They have "recovered", but this is only until their body runs out of T-cells.
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A study demonstrates the complete lack of scientiZc credibility of common HIV tests. It also demonstrates the dangers of

getting vaccinated against HIV, because the very act of receiving an HIV vaccine can cause you to test positive for HIV, which, in

turn, can have many serious repercussions on your social life and professional. The study of nearly 2,200 people, all

participants in HIV vaccine trials, 41.7 percent underwent VISP and tested positive for HIV antibodies. And those rates differed

based on the type of vaccine given, from 6.3 percent to 86.7 percent.

 health.usnews.com/health-news/managing-your-healthcare/research/articl..  vaccine-trials
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Damage to the immune system and DNA may be an essential factor in the promotion of HIV/AIDS. Research published in Virus,

part of the SARS-CoV-2 host cell interactions issue of MDPI (Open Access Journals), reveals that vaccine proteins penetrate

cell nuclei and wreak havoc on the cells' DNA repair mechanism, suppressing DNA repair to the same extent. like 90 percent.

People who have received mRNA vaccines will experience suppressed DNA repair, increasing exposures to 5G radiation,

mammography screening, chemical plasticizers in food products, and carcinogens in personal care products will not be able to

repair the DNA damage caused by those exposures. In other words, after relatively small exposures, they will begin to mutate

and develop diseases and cancers. MONSTERS, ZOMBIES AND MUTANTS: HORRIFYING NEW RESEARCH REVEALS HOW

VACCINES SUPPRESS DNA REPAIR MECHANISM IN YOUR CELLS.

www.brighteon.com/cb351cd3-6c94-4f2b-a05d-bbda757d4472
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Siggysauer
Joined On 10/8/2021 8:12:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Fleming also mentioned this. Apparently the Evils had to be sure they killed a large amount of people, and also had to hide

their killing in order to promote the death dart.
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Joined On 4/27/2011 9:51:42 PM
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You are correct Siggysauer. Early in the scamdemic, Dr. Richard Fleming gave lectures on the spike protein which contained HIV

components and a furin cleavage, among other items that do not happen in nature. I believe his lecture was posted on The

Highwire and Del Bigtree had interviewed Dr. Fleming on his news show. Also, Dr. Fleming’s book has been published and is

available. It is titled “Is COVID-19 a Bioweapons? A ScientiZc and Forensic Investigation.” Dr. Mercola even provided a

commentary for the book on the cover. Last week’s The Highwire episode 255 had Jeffery Jaxson review the many articles from

the past two years from those questioning and warning of a link to HIV from the spike protein in SARS-CoV-2 and from the

mRNA injections.
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First Kary Mullis died suddently in Aug. 2019 (2 mos. before Event 201), who invented the PCR test and said it should never be used on

infectious diseases suddently dies (Which the pandemic would of never been pulled off with him alive.) Then 2 African Presidents

who, at the beginning of the pandemic, called the Covid pandemic a hoax (different samples from animals and fruit were sent in for

testing and came back positive), both came up dead from sudden heart failures. Now Dr. Paul Farmer, who is a global health doctor

and has many resolves in the HIV/AIDS treatment, has now suddenly died of heart failure.

With him alive the next mRNA "vaccine" wouldn't be credible because he knows of credible treatments.  Does anyone else see the

"real" picture of what's going on? Please wake up people, this is your health, freedom, and responsibilty for the future generations!!!!!!!

How are "we the people of the United States of America" (Anyone recently read The Preamble or U.S. Constitution?) going to get back

a society of health, integrity, non-criminal activity, and not let the powers that be guide our lives? Suggestions.
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Pj, that number of presidents that called it a hoax or just refused to bring the so called vaccine into their countries is 5.

newsrescue.com/Zve-presidents-who-opposed-covid-vaccines-have-conveni..
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Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

America's Doctor Death, Anthony Fauci has been murdering people worldwide for the past 50 years or more. Everything he touches is

corrupt, proZtable to him and his co-criminals, and deadly to recipients.
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a Midas of Death and Destruction
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Stepjask - It's incredible isn't it? In the UK we have a government, warning about evil Putin, that has been complicit in the most

horrible deaths, since December 2020 , of between, 2000 (Yellow Card Reports) and 30,000+ (Ooce for National Statistics leak)

trusting Britons, and has done everything possible to keep it quiet while the BBC continues to give out perky little

announcements recommending the killer shots for a trusting population. The Milgram experiment has nothing on this.
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Kennedy explained that Fauci has been a troublemaker throughout his 50-plus years in public health, operating as a tyrant in the

workplace and ruining the careers of countless doctors and researchers who, unlike him, were honest people. and honorable.

“Tony Fauci did not want the American public to know that he has poisoned an entire generation of Americans,” Kennedy said,

alleging that Fauci targeted a whistleblower that he was trying to discover that the country's blood supply was contaminated

with strains. mortal truepundit.com/exclusive-robert-f-kennedy-jr-drops-bombshells-on-dr-fa..
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It is very important to now add another group to the lists of criminals; PR agencies. If it is correct to perceive that this latest story

about the dangers of HIV is being widely distributed, all at the same point in time; then it is being distributed by formal, long

established, PR agencies. So we will have to start to name the leadership of them.
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How about Blackrock PR? Or Gate PR? Fauci, Biden, Collins PR? They are all represented by PR agencies who disseminate their

evil message of FEAR through the media, who are controlled by Blackrock, et al. Simples but terrifying.
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I have always regarded the PR business as part of the legacy media. They are after all, in the same business; distorting or

reversing the perceived truth and brainwashing the public.
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PR are merely the paraphenalia that allows the wheels of propaganda to keep turning
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Public Relations Agencies form part of the “vaccine industrial complex”. They do not answer to anyone. They are the regulatory

agencies. Those top jobs are revolving doors, between company executives and the heads of the FDA, CDC, DHS, "Vaccine

Command Center," you name it. They run it. They are executing COVID-19 responses at all times.. The Great Reset has a

guaranteed path, the total domination of the technocratic elite, the Vanguard and Blackrock Znancial control of companies and

the media is the great threat of a globalism that will have all the power and enslaves people by controlling the actions of

constitutionally elected governments.

Total control of people, without respect for their freedoms and rights while big capital enjoys the tax havens and habitat that
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Total control of people, without respect for their freedoms and rights while big capital enjoys the tax havens and habitat that

they will reserve for their lives with the money from their corruption. Vanguard and BlackRock are the principal owners of four of

the six largest media companies that control 90 percent of mass messaging on television, in newspapers, on social media

platforms, and run major "news" websites. " and "Covid". Znd when you Google or go to YouTube for information. These tycoons

own 1,600 US companies and are the ones informing the world about the "safety and eocacy" of the bogus "vaccine".
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Galeforce
Joined On 12/29/2012 9:03:29 PM
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It's getting to the point that if it (the thing being reported) is in multiple mainstream media outlets at the same time, then it is (as Dr.

Mercola suggests) probably being fabricated and manipulated, therefore far from the truth and veriZable facts. It seems more and

more reporting is fact-free anyway. I implicitly distrust mainstream media with all big stories, wondering as I read them what the real

facts are, and what the real agenda is.
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Dena1219
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:24:27 AM
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I am with you 100%. The legacy media, CCP Biden administration, Big Pharma, Soros, Trudeau, Klaus Schwab, Gates, socialist

Dems, FBI, CIA, are all members of a vast conspiracy called The Great Reset.
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Gale force: I agree with you as I now distrust even a great number of medical doctors. Who would have ever thought that the

people we trust with our personal health would enthusiastically promote and support this death dart, and just ignore the

immune system we were born with.  Dena: yes The Great Reset, New World Order is their ultimate goal. I cannot trust anything

they say or do. It’s unfortunate they have so much power and money—they buy and control our government, the courts, the legal

system, the police, the medical system. I am appalled that the hospitals are KILLING patients!  Gui: thanks for all the info and

links!
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default.salsalabs.org/T251e49a0-6b48-4ef4-a6fd-1251ce313979/f993575f-d..  The puzzle pieces come together. If you don’t have

time to watch the whole symposium video, please take 24 minutes and to watch and really, really listen to what Astrid Stuckelberger

has to say. She is on from about 2:21 to 2:45. She used to work for the WHO and is raising awareness of an upcoming deadline on

March 1st. The WHO developed a treaty that overrides every country’s constitution. It will call the shots for all member countries once

they declare another pandemic or threat to human health or the environment. They can make up whatever they think will scare people

the most and keep them in check.

They don’t have to prove that there indeed is a pandemic. They call the shots. This is very serious. No government will be able to reject

this unless they are no longer a member country and not bound by the treaty. So far, only Russia objected. Effective date is right now

set to be August 2024. This total power in conjunction with the technology in place gives the WHO or its funders (I wonder who that is)

unlimited power. 5G technology, satellites, “smart” homes and “smart” lights in every street and on every freeway on- and off-ramp, kill

switches in cars by 2026. Think about it! They can not only see where you are going and how many people are in your car, they can

actually slow down or disable your car altogether.

We have nowhere to go or to hide. The WHO can implement mandatory shots, testing, lockdowns, masks, you name it. That’s why they

need HIV. People who are in fear of each other won’t gather, demonstrate and push back to Zght for their God-given rights as humans.

This is very alarming. What world will we leave behind for our kids and grandchildren? Look what they did with the demonstrators in

Australia. They fried them! Radiation! Look at Canada. That young global leader implements war rights to control the country. Why are

people not seeing this?
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Malena, I’m with you 100%. Maybe that’s what happened to Tiger Woods and that strange car accident—I believe he was a

Trump supporter.
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Yes malena 519 - Just getting to this section now. Astrid holds the pertinent info on how the WHO morphed from a health

organization to a Pharma Lobbying agency...and how much power is being wielded over their 196 member countries and states.
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It’s not it could be. The jab is causing AIDS like illnesses. It is all part to f the Covid Plan!
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If you really want the willies, the last 20 or so minutes of this recent 5-hr Berlin Corona Committee session from last Friday, Dr.

Wodarg talks about the WHO meeting in early March this year, to decide on the next pandemic. All 196 (?) countries that are

members of the WHO will be asked to fall into lockstep with this next decision, not realizing that the WHO has been taken over

and is now a lobbyist organization for their Pharma benefactors. He points out just look at who is running this organization, a

man with no medical background, who has been accused of genocide. Its a rather strong statement, and he does this way better

in less than 15 minutes, than my brief outline: "Session 92: Of the Big and the Small 18/02/2022 " -

www.bitchute.com/.../kekTe62YdgyA  - start at about 4:54:20 or thereabouts, the discussion is on the topic of courage.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

“New strains of hiv” or in other words, The drugs that cause a stress response produce exosomes. This is not something that is

contagious but inkicted by adjuvants. I wish these articles would acknowledge that, viruses do not cause disease, diseases causes

viruses. And these drugs cause disease. Toxic lifestyle causes disease. Nature is not a disease! 

🙈
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It’s all about the money and democide. I bet the hiv test will give people aids. I wouldn’t put anything past those monsters
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Hi Brenda, at least that's how it was in a 2010 study that demonstrates the total lack of scientiZc credibility of common HIV

tests. It also demonstrates the dangers of getting vaccinated against HIV, because the very act of receiving an HIV vaccine can

cause you to test positive for HIV, which, in turn, can have many serious repercussions on your social life and professional. The

study of nearly 2,200 people, all participants in HIV vaccine trials, 41.7 percent underwent VISP and tested positive for HIV

antibodies. And those rates differed based on the type of vaccine given, from 6.3 percent to 86.7 percent.

 health.usnews.com/health-news/managing-your-healthcare/research/articl..
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Gui it’s a scary world we live in
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So true Tallulah!
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Simply don't take it if offered.
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Tall, I'm sure they will make a PCR test with 40+ ampliZcation that results in 95+ percent false positives for HIV. Everyone fell for

this bull$h!t with covid-19, so why wouldn't they do it all over again with HIV?
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Joined On 3/2/2021 12:07:23 PM
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AIDS is quite obviously the symptoms of serious poisoning, so the solution is not fraudulent tests for something common, like say a

"covid-19" "vaccine" toxin or some genes, and/or the use of toxic drugs, it is to identify the toxin(s) by some combination of deduction,

scientiZc-tests, and isolation, and helping the body to detox and/or excrete it/them. "Prince Harry", the fake "Duke of Sussex", is a

traitor to England and many other nations. The "UK", "Great Britain", and the "Windsor Royal Family" were all fabricated by the bad gang

called "The Crown", in "The City of London".

Pr. Montagnier, was a fraud, give a fraudulent Nobel laureate award by the corrupt Nobel Prize Committee corporation. This "HIV"

Zction was never actually isolated (English language deZnition), because Contagion and Germ Theory are big lies, and helpful

exosomes were smeared as "viruses", thus no new alleged contagious "HIV" thing could ever have been isolated. Virology cannot be

science, because the core evidence process is akin to a sloppy mystic divination ceremony, because the biological matter is

deliberately poisoned and muddled, with "cherry picking" fake isolation.
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Well at least there is ONE person here who knows the truth about the fraudulent profession known as virology. And who also

knows that Montagnier fraudulently won a Nobel prize using cheesy fake scientiZc methods to “prove” his Znding. Excellent

post Keythong
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Exactly how stupid do they think WTP are? This will be a replay of lockdowns, mandates, masks, etc. They won't stop until we're all

sterilized or dead.
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Joined On 11/6/2007 10:33:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mainstream is very ignorant.....they are going thru life with their heads in the sand.....its easier that way. I don't think WTP are a

stupid breed but a lazy one! They can't kill us all off, then there would not be anyone around to Zll their egos and pockets! :(
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At the rate things have happened in the past months - it won't be long until we're all dead. No question. It sneaks up on you and

before you know it, but after you have a chance to resist. oops. Good Night Earth....and humanity.
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Luc Montagnier may have died because he was up there in years, and there may have been no foul play. But the death of Nobel Prize

winning inventor of the PCR test, KaryMullis, wreaks with the possibility of foul play. Mullis was an intelligent, free spirit who worked

with Fauci during the AIDS Crisis. During that employment period, Mullis started to have his doubts about Fauci. Strangely, Mullis died

several months prior to the Covid global break out. Almost all of the daily reported cases of covid were determined using the Mullis

PCR test. While alive, Mullis said that his PCR test was not designed to determine things like covid. Imagine if Mullis showed up on a

network like ABC or CNN and made claims that his test was an inadequate tool for making these determinations? Yes, the death of

Mullis does not sit right with me. rumble.com/vhu4rz-kary-mullis-inventor-of-the-pcr-test.html
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I think they suicided him
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I have no doubt, whatsoever, that he was 'taken out'!
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Yes, Dude, Dr. Kary Mullis previously criticized Dr. Anthony Fauci as a liar. She also strongly criticized Fauci's understanding of

the science, while revealing that the PCR test is not suitable as a diagnostic tool, in the way that it is being used for COVID-19.

“Guys like Fauci get up there and start talking, you know, he doesn't know anything really about anything, and I'd say that to his

face about him. Nothing. The man thinks you can take a blood sample and stick it in an electron microscope, and if it's got a

virus in there you'll know it." Mullis continued his attack on Fauci's scientiZc understanding: "He doesn't understand electron

microscopy and he doesn't understand medicine and he should not be in a position like he's in.

Most of those guys up there on the top are just total administrative people and they don't know anything about what's going on

in the body.” “You know, those guys have got an agenda, which is not what we would like them to have being that we pay for

them to take care of our health in some way. They've got a personal kind of agenda. They make up their own rules as they go.

They change them when they want to, and they smugly — like, Tony Fauci does not mind going on television in front of the

people who pay his salary and lie directly into the camera.”

www.lifesitenews.com/news/inventor-of-covid-test-calls-fauci-a-liar-sa..
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dude01
Joined On 8/10/2007 1:20:04 PM
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Thanks Randy, Gui, and tallulah. Another peculiarity I noticed is when you ask people if they know who Kary Mullis is, most

people have never heard of him. The MSM has made sure that his news of his death, and who he was, has been very low keyed.

The rumble video link and others like it have been removed from sites like youtube every time somebody has tried to post that

info.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mikovits saw ALL of this working with Fauci in the 80's and was at one time almost eliminated because she KNOWS too. Kary

Mullis was a HE Guillermou.
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bowgirl
Joined On 12/3/2011 6:17:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

AIDS= Acquired immunodeZciency syndrome. We have evidence the engineered spike protein continues to aggravate the immune

system in us COVID recovered and as well as the jabbed people. My virologist, who ked the Zeld when he saw the 1980's HIV Fauci

fraud, called it prion disease. EVERYthing he said could go wrong has, only worse because he did not consider the geopolitical

involvement. We will need to boost our immune systems for the rest of our lives.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes bowgirl. The evidence is showing that we are facing a pandemic of vaccinated patients Zlling hospitals because between

the ADE and the weakness of the immune system caused by the vaccines, people die. Time will increase cases of

immunodeZciency, associated with cancer that is already on the rise. The fact that booster shots are now required every 6

months is a clear recognition that booster shots stop working within a few months. The real answer behind the repeat booster

is that covid vaccines destroy the immune system and leave people absolutely powerless to mount an immune response

against pathogens.

A person injected with mRNA gene therapy will also have compromised immunity against common strains of the ku. In

essence, they have become vaccine-induced “AIDS” patients with collapsed immunity against everything. This is the real

depopulation agenda. www.brighteon.com/02ed1877-6dc1-4b6d-8f0f-ad92b54eea19  (¡”/2021) Covid-19 vaccine-induced

acquired immunodeZciency syndrome, or VAIDS, appears to be one of the most serious long-term adverse effects caused by

injections. In essence, the injections are destroying people's immune systems over time, leaving them prone to infections of all

kinds.

It is not so much that the effectiveness of the injections declines over time, as some claim, but rather the performance of the

immune system. Fauci ku shots act like the grim reaper, so to speak, for the immune system. The eocacy of injections is

negative in terms of the immune protection they provide. The data show that immune function suffers a net reduction after

injection, which is the opposite of what a vaccine is supposed to do. dailyexpose.uk/.../the-covid-19-vaccines-cause-aids

 (02/13/2022)
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cah1248
Joined On 8/4/2018 6:05:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not that I listen to Prince Harry, but something just occurred to me. What if there is no estrangement on his part with the Royal family

and he's just here in the US to push the global agenda that the Royal family is so deep into? Seems awfully convenient.
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bowgirl
Joined On 12/3/2011 6:17:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We can trust very few at this point. Looking at everything from all directions is very wise.
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kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't trust anyone in the "royal" family. Period. I don't trust doctors anymore and refuse to visit any. I don't trust leaders,

especially in Washington D.C. We have each other. Period. End of story.
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davidle
Joined On 5/7/2011 7:38:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't trust every Tom, *** and Harry. He ain't the sharpest knife in the drawer.
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nickjj
Joined On 12/21/2021 4:40:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So very much agree with you that it is convenient. Very convenient. TOO convenient!!! As an aside, the only daily newspaper in

my county (it is in the NYTimes stable) has run THE QUEEN's covid story for two days straight, today on the FRONT PAGE. Egad.

Why do they want us to be fans of these despicable self-absorbed obscenely rich Royals? It's one of the reasons I could no

longer watch PBS. It was like being forced to be brainwashed to absorb not the best of what the British have to offer, but the

worst. And that viewpoint is really one of Royal worship, nostalgia for the days of blatant colonialism/imperialism, utter

enjoyment of the preservation of a kagrantly snobbish exploiting class structure.  It's Znally time. All the still existing colonies in

the Commonwealth like Australia and Canada and DC and NYC and whatever need to embrace a new future free of the Crown

and City of London.
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lovingMom2013
Joined On 4/24/2013 8:11:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They say that the largest testing kits companies belong to Kill Gates and Soros.
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Siggysauer
Joined On 10/8/2021 8:12:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No surprise there!
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm so SHOCKED!
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Johnno4
Joined On 8/9/2021 3:50:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The relentless deception... The lies... The misdirection... It's starting to wear me down.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It wore me down, many years ago; but I am very resilient!
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Godsent55
Joined On 11/28/2021 10:45:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Montagier was going to testify at the NUREMBERG Trial. All witnesses should pretape their testimony just in case. Somethings

better than nothing.
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Lucky7.
Joined On 4/9/2020 7:01:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

EVAIDS...engineered vax acquired immune deZciency...for your safety avoid the EVAIDS...just a simple solution for your good health.

Saw this one coming...can't let the ongoing forever EMERGENCY die out.. the deceived are believers in Govn't before God. My take on

the fraud.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They're sure still directing, mining, the crisis, aren't they? We pretty much all know the wicked history of the AIDS crisis by now (tho far

fewer of the similar reverse inZltrations& attacks: Kinsey's fraud, the inZltration & promotion of the 'evolved,transformed'

humanist-taken-&-worshipping churches, the NIV committee etc). As well as Ollie North's part in the Romish Babylonian game of tag&

covert manipulation: Rome playing both sides, cartels, South& Central American 'strongmen', as well as orchestrating the O. North

lightning rod cover exposure, demoralization, the Cardinal Spellman spelling over wishy-washy, compromised& humanist Billy Goat

Graham Vietnam purposeful Zasco, the Vatican II/trad cat feint, the 'revisions'.

Sun Tzu& Machiavelli are birds of a feather. Woe to the 'little people', especially Jews not seeing this. Look for the 'rest of the story',

the whole truth, the big picture, which the pragmatic& the 'survivors' at any cost, any means to our end& gain 'conscious evolvers'&

winking, compromised dupes don't want us seeing. What folly. God sees it all. Foretold it all. Every illegitimate means,& end,& authority

is going to be put down in the end. Nothing new under the sun. Both eyes wide open, folks! Jesus spoke for those w/ 'eyes to see'&

'ears to hear':not the hear no evil, see no evil, speak no evil dupes for some 'side' or fake idolatrous system deZned outside of truth,&

joined at the hip: both the SAME SIDE, both elitist, both tyrannical:& NOT working to the gain or end of the 'little people'.

'The people' is as corporatist craft a trick as 'the public'& 'commonly owned': who deZnes that depersonalized, corporate mass w/

individuality& personhood erased? Who controls what is 'commonly' held& for the 'common good'? Those same steering elite, w/ not a

dime's worth of difference whether they come at the dupe& target kattering, seducing, deceitfully from the 'left' or the 'right' w/ their

internationalist corporate tricks& cunning craft.
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Joeyglo
Joined On 2/17/2022 9:27:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don’t be deceived. After decades of planning and training and gaining control of literally everything (think Blackrock, Vanguard,

Rothschilds), this is not going away. It won’t be long before the entire world is completely at their mercy. Not that we don’t deserve it,

millions and millions and millions of unborn children slaughtered in the name of “freedom of choice.” This is only the beginning. This is

God’s earth, universe, and everything therein. He alone determines what will be. He warned us. We ignored His warning and kicked Him

out of everything. He has granted us what we asked for.
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ric5998
Joined On 3/23/2021 11:44:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bill Gates lamented, quite pathetically I might add that Omicron was a better "VACCINE" than their vaccines. But! A new pandemic is

coming, he warned. www.brighteon.com/ee459345-0195-49ce-a881-4669cfce0707  This sherade will not end until we lock these

people up. HIV was caused by vaccines! How quickly you forget the work of Mikovits.   The vaccine manufacturing process for live

attenuated RNA viruses produces gain of function, recombinants with each fermented batch.  Most of these types of vaccines are

cultured in monkey cells. Monkey cells are home to HIV, SIV, coronaviruses and God knows what else.

When they use vero e6 cells, you've got decades worth of gain of function cultures running through that line that includes mouse

brains. This is the smoking pot where XMRV's, SARS, MERS, Ebola, ZIKA, Lyme, and more comes from which has caused our chronic

disease epidemic. Today, I believe it's 1-44 children become Autistic. Are you kidding me!? A quick look into VAERS reveals the origin

of most chronic diseases today are from old vaccines and the new gene therapy injections are like taking those and putting them on

steroids. So it's hypocritical that Fauci wants to make a vaccine for a disease created under his watch.

if Fauci really wanted to rid the world of AIDS, all he'd have to do is end all RNA vaccines. This has been a real problem for the vaccine

industry and it's why they want to move away from the old ones.  They were caught with their pants down by Mikovits/Ruscetti in 2009,

and it's been operation coverup and move on ever since.  The answer has always been to stop playing god and end all vaccines.  For

the wisdom of this world is foolishness with God. For it is written, He taketh the wise in their own craftiness. 1 Corinthians 3:19
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM
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Good RECAP ric! So many forget the historical context and what Mikovits knew
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Pixielou
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:19:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

HIV before didn't kill enough people, the man-made "virus" didn't kill enough people, the "non-vaccine" didn't kill enough people - they

are onto a new way to get rid of more people.
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brodiebrock12
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Add as Friend  Send Message

NOT get rid of....bad business plan. Keep them alive as long as possible to use very expansive proZtable medications on and of

course annual injection monies to be made. Culling all of humanity to fast not wise from a business model perspective
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DavidR3344
Joined On 1/6/2012 5:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When Dr. Shi Zhengli et. al. created SARS CoV-2 at WIV from non-humanly-infectious horseshoe bat coronavirus RATG13, they added

an insert from HIV to "help" it attach to ACE2. You'll Znd this in the papers they proudly published in Nature Medicine and Virology, two

scientiZc journals, describing in detail what they did. If PZzer et. al. knew this was the "new" SARS now out in the world, it stands to

reason their mRNA 'vaccines' would be coded to create that same spike protein, replete with HIV insert. Makes sense. Otherwise their

'vaccine' wouldn't be very effective for the spike of the virus people were catching.

And WIV could just hand them the genetic sequence, already created in their lab, to speed up vaccine development. So people took a

'vaccine' that produces trillions of those spikes, which include an insert from HIV. But as noted in today's article, human immune

systems have a hard time detecting HIV. One of the many reasons I declined to be vaxxed was my concern that these 'vaccines' could

eventually induce immune deZciency, over enough time. A concern which now seems to be borne out, both in the data from England

showing vaxxed people's immune systems are declining, and this "new HIV scare."
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Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

David, Dr. Shi Zhengli was on the Benny Report ~ Newsmax a day ago and she said there is another pandemic being released

and there is an antidote -- Johnson and Johnson makes it.... and it is called %&$#.... I could not understand her, maybe

someone else can understand what she said? www.newsmaxtv.com/.../1_s0uthoac   it's at 29 minutes in, sounds like

"desalax"...I found it in duckduckgo - it's a drug.
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kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jesus.
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evedawn
Joined On 7/13/2011 6:31:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

After 2 years of this nonsense, reading many articles and thinking it's obvious people don't 'catch' a virus. The virus (dna sequence)

they see in labs is the body adapting and detoxing from stress, EMF's, pollution, toxic injections, etc..... The 'virus' they see is not the

cause but the result of disease. That is why the fearful, injected, masked sheeple get sick and the healthy, aware, fearless people are

healthy. There is NO virus. There is only fear and the biggest lie ever.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The basis of Rockefeller's scheme of allopathic medicine is Louis Pasteur's kawed "germ theory." The "terrain theory" makes us

consider the adaptation of people to diseases, through a suitable modulation of the immune system. Traces of viral DNA can be

found scattered throughout the human genome, and scientists are proving it. A study from Stanford University, California,

applied big data analysis that fully reveals the extent of the impact of viruses on the evolution of humans and other mammals.

"When a pandemic or an epidemic occurs at some point in the evolution, the population that is attacked by the virus adapts or

becomes extinct. We knew that, but what really surprised us is the strength and clarity of the pattern we found," he explained.

study leader David Enard of Stanford University. One of the most surprising data, according to the researchers, is that 30% of all

protein adaptations that have occurred since humans split from chimpanzees have been driven by viruses.

www.sciencedaily.com/.../160713100911.htm  (2016) The scientists showed that in modern humans, the 152 genes we

inherited from Neanderthals interact with HIV, inkuenza A, and hepatitis C, all types of RNA viruses. From this, Enard and Petrov

concluded that these genes helped our ancestors fend off ancient RNA viruses that they encountered on their way out of Africa.

news.stanford.edu/2018/10/04/modern-humans-inherited-viral-defenses-ne..  (2018)
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's the biggest "elephant" in any room! Hundreds of millions (billions?) of us, who have taken no "measures" against the

phantom virus and have not been "sick" throughout this psyops...it "should" be obvious - not "oblivious"!
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catladyjan
Joined On 11/17/2021 6:16:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These "people" are SICK in the mind.........God help us!
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

2/22/22......May this be the beginning of the end of the evil satan worshiping socialist fascist communist marxist khazarian bolshevik

fake Jew's that have been planning the destruction of the planet since their inception. I think that God has had enough of these evil

scumbags and is about to crush them. Worldwide 1776-PURGE coming soon. The evil nazi trudork has turned Canada into a

communist country over the weekend, and he will pay the ultimate price for it, along with the u.n. troops put on the ground by the

kabal.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

He swore an oath (and loyalty) to the 'queen of England' - not Canadians! He should have been dust, a long time ago! He is

keeping his "War Measures Act" alive and I'm just waiting for all of Canada to be locked down (and bank accounts frozen) by

this evil scumsucker! By some reports; there are already UN troups in Canada!
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zootie
Joined On 4/2/2013 1:25:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Because there is talk that the booster contains the HIV. I don’t know how true this is, but …..
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It has been in ALL of their poison jabs all along!
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onekindr
Joined On 2/21/2022 4:41:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The spike 19 protein that is in the kill shot is a chimera- a delicious M&M concoction with a sars (late stage inkuenza) outer cover with

the insertion of HIV and TB as developed by the Zve eyes military not CCP as the dekection goes. The now company Flugen proudly

wrote in 2011 Journal Virology insertion of HIV in late stage inkuenza which is pure GOF of which Univ Wisconson-Madison lost Level

4 liscensing. Its the depopulation agenda proposed by WEF and these mandates are Aushwitz in a bottle.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In this study, 4 insertions were found in the spike glycoprotein (S) that are exclusive to 2019-nCoV and are not present in other

coronaviruses. Importantly, the amino acid residues in all 4 inserts have identity or similarity to those of HIV-1 gp120 or HIV-1

Gag. www.biorxiv.org/.../2020.01.30.927871v1  (2020)
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Does anyone recall Judy Mikovits referring (maybe a year ago) to the mRNA having an HIV/XMRV encapsulation? I might have that

wrong, but If so I wonder what are the implications of that?
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes and Stephanie Seneff.
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes! But she wasn’t the only one.....I’ve stated above that Dr. Sherri Tenpenny and Dr. Northrop said the same roughly a year

ago. There were a few doctors stating this but it remained on deaf ears and blind eyes. now all this seems new news but isn’t.
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Shannon_Flaherty
Joined On 2/19/2021 6:52:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes. She most likely read (and took serious) this research article from Jan/Feb 2020 in bioRxiv (thanks Gui for the link!).

www.biorxiv.org/.../2020.01.30.927871v1.full.pdf   This study concludes there are 4 HIV insertions in the spike glycoprotein

"not found in any other coronavirus" AND due to this, "... it is quite unlikely for a virus to have acquired such unique insertions

naturally in a short duration of time." What is curious is that the study has since been "Withdrawn." Hmmmm......
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kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, she did. Several times.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

bee, the Zrst outbreak paper published out of India back in early 2020, reported Znding HIV in their laboratory research. That

paper was only published for 2 or 3 weeks before being rescinded. Go down that rabbit hole when you have time, as it matches

up with information Dr Richard Fleming subsequently presented the following June (and I think its in his book as well). He had

graphics on his website that explains where the HIV component can be found...inserted on the spike protein.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bee, the Zrst known Covid-19 patient in S. Korea had the virus isolated and a genome ran. They found it was like 75%

Sars-Cov-1, part HIV, and part parasite. I don't remember which parasite DNA it had, but I think it was meningitis. My wife was

notiZed immediately after the genome was completed and she notiZed me. S. Korea immediately put together a treatment

protocol that included Hydroxychloroquine (HCQ anti-parasite), Zithromax (Z-Pak antibiotic), Zinc (antiviral), and an HIV

antiviral. Their numbers speak for themselves. They have recently experienced a huge surge that is the result of ADE and

Omicron, but overall, they have done better than 90% of other countries.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

the presence of the HIV sequence in the Covid genome has been noted since the beginning of this deadly farce - Dr Falsie has a

pattern of promoting canditates for treatment - Falsie controls the approval of new drugs that are linked to diseases that will

masquerade the scenario that allows for the pre sale of Falsie's selected program - this is the pattern for Falsie's business strategies

that MILK the proles of every last cent/penny - these constructed plans with the guaranteed presale are billion dollar business deals -

this is "business" on steroids - Falsie holds the world in the palm of his hand -

Falsie has no moral qualms - like an Ayn Rand protagonist this man has no morality only the drive and greed to extract wealth FOR

HIMSELF wherever possible - death and human suffering are the articles of faith for this resentful crony of the SNAKE - they are both

Angels of Death - the passivity of the Zombie screen addicts allows these Death Lovers to ascend and maintain their pernicious

intentions towards the rights and freedoms of the Slave Class that has lost its capacity for human expression and instead follows

these Pied Pipers all the way to being exterminated in the Hell of coerced injections and lockdown suicides.
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Yes, Stan, Joe Biden and Anthony Fauci are longtime Deep State members with roots so progressive that they end up entangled

with the Chinese Communist Party. Biden and Fauci are guilty of leading mandates that are causing a lot of suffering, deaths

and a great economic and social crisis, they are corrupt politicians who will not be able to defend or promote the interests of

Americans and must be replaced by serious and honest people. politicians who defend the constitution and lead the US to a

true democracy where freedom and the right of people to defend their health prevail. During an episode of the Thomas Paine

podcast, Robert F. Kennedy Jr. uncovered Dr. Anthony Fauci's extensive legacy of fraud and cover-ups throughout his long

medical career in the federal government.

Kennedy explained that Fauci has been a troublemaker throughout his more than 50-year tenure in public health, operating as a

workplace tyrant and ruining the careers of countless doctors and researchers who, unlike of him, they were honest and

honorable people. "Tony Fauci did not want the American public to know that he has poisoned an entire generation of

Americans," Kennedy said, alleging that Fauci targeted a whistleblower that he was trying to discover that the country's blood

supply was contaminated with strains. deadly. truepundit.com/exclusive-robert-f-kennedy-jr-drops-bombshells-on-dr-fa..
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Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

PROMINENT SCIENTISTS GO PUBLIC: ‘FAUCI FOOLED AMERICA’ Kulldorff and Bhattacharya, both senior scholars at the

Brownstone Institute and signers of the Great Barrington Declaration, had this message for Newsweek readers: “The evidence is

in. Governors, journalists, scientists, university presidents, hospital administrators and business leaders can continue to follow

Dr. Anthony Fauci or open their eyes. The authors ticked off a list of “key issues” Fauci got wrong, including failure to recognize

natural immunity, protecting the elderly, school closures, masks and contact tracing.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/martin-kulldorff-jay-bhattacharya-..
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h there Gui - Dr Falsie's record includes the fact that since he took over the NIH in 1986 chronic disease has risen from 12% to

52% in 2020 {according to Kennedy's expose on Falsie} - this FAILURE with regards to his duty to lessen the incidence of disease

in the USA a nation with the highest health budget but that now has disease at third world rates is ASTONISHING - - Dante

would have to compose a special tier of Hell to accomodate the crimes of this clear and present DANGER to the survival of

humanity
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Yes, Stan, Fauci and the regulatory agencies including the CDC and the FDA are "deeply corrupt" and have promoted

experimental Covid vaccines in the population with "grossly incomplete" data that do not meet even the minimum standards of

safety and they will continue to promote the new combined “vaccines” against the ku and the AIDS vaccine that they are

promoting. Misinformation is the queen of deception. After all, repeat a lie enough times, no matter how stupid it sounds, and

the masses begin to believe it. “Safe and Effective”: The CDC's Oocial Seal of Approval for Every Vaccine After reviewing

PZzer's Covid vaccine data submitted to the Japanese government, Malone said he was "shocked" and "demoralized" by what he

discovered.

The agencies allowed the pharmaceutical giant with a criminal record to proceed with human trials and granted it Emergency

Use Authorization for its Covid vaccine based on its "grossly inadequate package of information." Malone says that no healthy

young man should get a Covid vaccine, which is much more dangerous than the virus, he is surprised by the lack of public

messages about the danger.

Also, it doesn't mean the heart condition isn't affecting older people, but Malone has lost conZdence in regulators' interest in

recognizing the signs. Malone, who has known the White House Covid adviser since 1983, said: "I hope Dr. Fauci resigns soon."

Now Fauci already has a successor Collins who has supported Fauci in hiding subsidies to China in the Whuan laboratory and

with a high level of corruption. www.lifesitenews.com/.../744314
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One big YES. He then markets killing drugs, AZT, remdesivir as cures when they actually maim and/or kill patients & then to

blame their deaths on the sickness, not his cure.
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Yes, JUST, el AZT había sido aprobado más rápido que cualquier medicamento en la historia de la FDA y los activistas lo

consideraron una victoria. Sin embargo, el precio que se pagó por la victoria fue que casi todos los ensayos de medicamentos

del gobierno, a partir de ese momento, se centraron en el AZT, mientras que más de 100 otros medicamentos prometedores

quedaron sin investigar”. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/kim-iversen-fauci-aids-epidemic-co..
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Yes, Just. AZT is an awful drug. In my former profession I was bitten by a known drug user (heroin/needles) and she would not

advise on her HIV status. I had my representative request her medical records, as the local hospital subsequently took a blood

sample from her. However, due to HIPAA laws (which I absolutely understand), it took them over one month to be granted

access. During that time, I was forced to receive "medical care" for the bite and was prescribed AZT prophylactically. I had no

idea what I was getting myself into. I had to take the drug until it was conZrmed the female was not HIV positive.

So, for one month I had to take it every day and visit the prescribing doctor weekly to check my "progress." I was sick like I have

never been sick before or since and I still had to go to work every day. I felt like I was dying and the doctor basically said that

taking AZT is like taking the AIDS virus in a pill. What??? I even had to get tested often to make sure I did not have HIV/AIDS

(which was always negative). But I recall thinking at the time, "How could this horrible pill HELP people who are already sick??" I

mean it was hell.

I cannot even describe the debilitating pain in my body and the excessive lethargy, physically and mentally. And every day it got

worse. This was back in the late 90s and I do not even know the extent of the damage it has caused to my body. So, f#ck Saint

Anthony of Fauci. He is a disgusting little rat-looking Zend. I cannot even look at the man or hear his voice without it causing a

visceral reaction in me. I think he should have to take the AIDS cocktail daily, coupled with monthly spike protein jabs, for the

duration of his miserable little life.
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Evil is out to get mankind.
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Back in the 90's Fauci was working on a coronavirus that could be used to vaccinate the entire world from HIV. The virus would

be a very virulent coronavirus with HIV genetic material inserted into the virus. It would be released onto the public and it would

spread via respiratory vapors. It appears that Sars-Cov-2 was a continuation of that project that leaked from the Wuhan lab

before getting Znished.
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Biden just declared war on cancer, maybe he knows what’s coming?
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HIV/AIDS was Zrst CREATED (in A LAB) BY FRAUD-FAUCI! He also INCLUDED this in the NEW BIO-WEAPON! WHEN are individuals

going to GROW UP and understand that HIV/AIDS, Lyme Disease, H1N1, Swine Flu, Mad Cow, Ebola and so on.....and so on......were

ALL CREATED IN A LAB, BY PSYCHOPATHS (such as Fraud-Fauci).....and YOU ARE THE LAB RAT?! It's time for so-called 'ADULTS' to

GROW UP and live in the REAL WORLD! Keep living in a FANTASY WORLD, and your 'loving government' will end up KILLING YOU! Once

people understand that PSYCHOPATHS run the planet......then EVERYTHING MAKES SENSE!
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Media schooling there sheep , { Not to worry HIV is and has been everywhere always, Just get tested theres a jab for that now . If you

contact it or have it , Again not to worry part of how things are supposed to be ,Nothing new here move on . The Oscars and Grammys

awards are coming and Britney is in control of her money now Trump may have talked to a Russian in a supermarket much more

important } NO ?
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AIDS has always been a disease that  occurred in people as a direct result of their own behaviors. I am, of course, excluding those

unfortunates who unknowingly received tainted blood. So if I control my behaviors I am at no real risk. I choose to remain sexually

faithful and responsible, I won't share needles and I most certainly won't take the vaxx. So why should I be tested? Why should any

healthy, responsible person? I am so tired of all this...
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Seems to me, VAIDS is all of the above:  o It is a way to COVER UP the mess the covid jabs made in our immune system o it is a way to

INSTILL MORE FEAR in the people o It is a way to CREATE SENSE OF URGENCY o It is a way to $TIMULATE THE PHARMA VACCINE

MARKET And may I add, it is a way to speed forward the vaccine passport technocracy when they demand that the entire human race

get VAIDS jabs.  Also, deep in my gut-based intuition, I feel the mRNA technology is preferred by FAUCI because that is the way to hide

GAIN OF FUNCTION properties, genetically engineering these bioforms to do things we can't even begin to fathom -- and I don't think

the Great Reset Clique is above eugenics.

Let us always keep in mind: We don't know WHAT IS IN ANY VACCINE VIAL. The delivery system is unregulated. We don't know if the

shipment to one city or state or country or continent is different in formulation or content from another shipment. These little vials are

the perfect stealth weapon right out in the open on that little tray with the syringe.  It really is all about trust, isn't it? Do you trust the

people who brought you AZT, and Remdesivir?  Do you trust the people who BANNED from our grandparents the very early stage

interventions that could have prevented the tragic downward spiral into inkammation and respiratory emergency?  Do you trust the

people who institute a police state in order to stop a peaceful demonstration for an end to vaccine-related mandates?  The people who

have been in control have failed us all worldwide, and it is time to tell them so, and if they are unwilling to change course, we must

work to replace them with PEOPLE WHO CAN BE TRUSTED.
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From what I've known for at least 20 years, AIDS was created in this famously known Long Island Bioweapon "secret" lab, taken to

Africa to test on monkey and consequently on people there. Pure Racist Fascist Nazistic Agenda by United States Government. Now it

turns out that it was Fauci then who orchestrated the whole AIDS campaign ! Unbelievable.
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I remember early on in the pandemic it was reported that it was detected that Covid 19 had some level of the Aids virus within it. I

distinctly remember Laura Ingraham reporting on this. Often when it comes to major events what is known and reported at the

beginning is later memory holed. Not sure what the "MSM" story is on this now - but that's what I recall in the early days.  Seems like

it's a witches brew - but of course it's just a natural phenomenon from a wet market. OK.
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Wait and watch. It is again going to be about a vaccine for everyone to get so they don't get aids.
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Well...since NOT EVEN ONE so-called "virus" has ever been isolated and demonstrated to exist, I'd say don't worry about or even think

about it AIDS or Covid. VIRUSES ONLY EXIST as a set of symptoms INSIDE THE BODY. What is inside the body? EVERYTHING YOU EAT.

Therefor, eat only what God gives us in Nature and have no worries. It is the only to super-charge the immune system, so that when

you DO get sick the body easily overcomes it. The highly processed, chemical-laden, poisonous garbage so-called "food" that man

creates kills you slowly and is the source of all chronic disease. I'm almost 68 years old and am living proof of what I preach. No

chronic symptoms, no aches or pains.
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***Rolls eyes for the 50th time this week**** Do you know what I'm sick of? More fear mongering and an AIDS scare is exactly that.

Considering there are only a few ways to get AIDS, I don't think this bull is going to get too far with the people.
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One of the comments mentioned not knowing which information you can trust. I thought that myself, just a couple of days ago. But my

thinking was more along the lines of all the other things that we have lost all faith in, lost all trust for, the Zrst being the msm, but then

there's huge medical complexes like the Mayo Clinic and Cleveland Clinic that has gone along with all of this. The hospitals that I never

suspected could do what they're doing, and my area hospitals are on the list, are 'killing people'. For some, it may be disappointment

with their own doctor. My newest example is actually, all the info on the internet, we have no way of knowing if it's been re-written or if

it's the original wording.

The term 'google it' comes to mind (I now use duckduckgo) but I have no way of knowing that the articles it brings up are true or not.

On any subject. And I stopped myself the other night when I was writing an e-mail and want clariZcation before I said something, and

opened another browser to look it up, and stopped myself. I at least look at who and where did the info come from and pick the

safest?? But I'm rambling, bottom line is, this is another HUGE subject that needs to be Zxed down the road. It's one more thing that

the entire group of felons (msm, big tech, cancel culture, the white house etc) have destroyed.
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Was it PZzer?
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Satan
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@catladyjan regarding your comment about Fauci being a psychopath. I tend to disagree. I don't think he's a psychopath, in my

estimation he's a clever little man with a mind as sharp as a dagger. He's smart, cunning and would do just about anything in this world

for a dollar. Money driven, sane and evil.  And he is legion, just look around at what's happening in this world.  Just my opinion.
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INVESTIGATION: The Covid-19 Vaccines cause AIDS??? www.nutritruth.org/single-post/investigation-the-covid-19-vaccines-cau..
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Nobel prize winner, Luc Montagnier, stated two years ago that DNA fragments from both HIV and Malaria were isolated from the

Covid19 virus, hence his conclusion that it was likely man-made in the Wuhan lab. So what is the big deal now? Of course any

organism would evolve around its generational parent organisms, even a genetically modiZed miscreant. Is it a surprise that HIV would

be one of the 'parent donors' selected, for 'defense' purposes, or if HIV research was directly involved? If Dr. Montagnier would not

recognize the HIV signature in Covid19, who would? See www.livemint.com/news/world/nobel-winning-scientist-claims-covid-19-vi.. .

This truly brilliant and innovative scientist died recently, discredited for his honesty -- a tragic loss to mankind.
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I did not catch what was the manner of transmission now for the so called Human ImmunodeZciency Virus 2.0. Is it still a bloodborne

pathogen transmitted by sexual contact, or by needle drugs like it used to be or has The Grand PoohBah Dr Fauci tweaked the virus in

his lab to make it now transmissible by respiratory/ aerosol, by skin contact or maybe disseminated easily through chemtrails aerial

spraying?  The governmental public "health" tweakers want to tweak it so that as many people as possible will be stampeded into

taking the latest stab......if HIV is only transmitted through Sex and needles like before, then not enough victims will consider

themselves at risk and rush out to avail themselves of the latest scariant variant offering.
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A lot of focus on the vax'd, but what about the unvaxed who are subjected to spike proteins and graphene oxide??  How do we detox

from this garbage and the after effects from covid and I guess now HIV? I feel as though this is a losing battle.
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I am glad I read RFK Jr.'s book on Fauci. All we need to know at this point is that the Left Lies ALL of the time.
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Owner Op here for 10 of my 31 years behind the wheel.Looks like I retired a little to early to join the fun.I am involved in The Delaware

Republican Party.We have our monthly meeting Thursday night.Last meeting only 30+administators.Come on Peoples get off your
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Republican Party.We have our monthly meeting Thursday night.Last meeting only 30+administators.Come on Peoples get off your

couch and get involved ASAP,They are after our infants.Lets ROLL!
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I read somewhere that AIDS was detected in the vaccine, so I was not surprised at this info. Ebola was too.
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At the beginning, top viralogists said covid consists of SARS/coronovirus/HIV.
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In 1984 the proposed HIV theory predicted that unless vaccine/cure were developed quickly HIV would explode into general population

infecting one in Zve heterosexual Americans by 1990 and decimating Africa where the virus theoretically originated and spreads

heterosexually by turn of the century. Decades later, the estimated number of HIV infected Americans has only increased from 1

million to 1.2 million remaining primarily restricted to original risk groups testing and being treated for an often undetectable phantom.

Meanwhile, despite unending famine, drought, endemic disease and genocidal conkict the population of Africa has more than doubled

since prediction of demise.

Keeping in mind that unlike everywhere in the developed world no HIV test is required for AIDS diagnosis in Africa and AIDS indicator

diseases in Africa are the same leading killers of Africans for a century before HIV is theorized to have made the leap to humans and

were previously recognized caused by malnutrition and protein deZciency, how do they prove disease causation? And how has that

little hiv bugger remained so quiet for 37 years only to surge now in a time of mass global “vaccination”? Something doesn’t add up.

 Make no mistake, I have lost countless friends, heroes and loved ones to “AIDS”. Every one of them followed prescribed treatment for

an often undetectable phantom. Add it up.
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at least ONE of the vaccines contains an HIV component..(Moderna?).already injected into MILLIONS.....will do its job....just matter of

time and the boosters will only speed up the process....The business now of pharma is to CREATE the problem (s) going forward via

the vaxxes, while ALREADY working to make the remedy...more vaxxes...available...SEAMLESS continuation on down into the pit...they

did more than enuff research before the "release" to even guesstimate timelines for the variants, and most likely already had the

origional vaxxes for C-19 at least tested on animals and probably already manufacturing the vaxxes...

by time C-19 released, ready to get message out that WARP SPEED was going to be their great saving effort, ...ALREADY knew they

could accomplish....with the big FEAR numbers projected, they would have no problem getting total permission/authority to run

through the red lights, at every intersection, , PLUS no liability for any accidents/collisions...(collateral damage?) the rsult of a "war" of

sorts(global. even)....upon the peoples AND governmentsto bring under ultimate one-world power structure....plain and simple all

planned right down to dot the I's and cross the T's...

TIMING was everything, and the mechanism at foundation to build their house upon, the mortar with the catalyst was and is all things

COVID....IF...or WHEN the U.S. goes down, thats it...political , social, economic...the three-legged high stool with feet off the

ground....any one of those gets taken out/cut off, no way can maintain balance for long....political leg is up for work, Zrst, then after

that the economic leg will follow next... with those two worked and refurbished, the social leg should be best Znishing touch....
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Thank you Dr. Mercola for this article. My Zrst reaction is just complete and utter silence, and jaw drop, for the masses who are going

to become “vaccine addicts” because they will buy into this agenda.  Why oh why are so many so brain dead that they can’t see the

falsehood, manipulation, and control behind these narratives. C’mon—we need a prescription for common sense and critical thinking

— maybe even a “vaccine”

🙃🙃
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You've echoed my sentiments exactly! I can't wrap my head around the blindness of so many.
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The really sad part of all of this is that these people have brainwashed sooo many of our youngsters into thinking this is good for

them...and they, in turn 'inkuence' their peers to get the vaccine!!! This is extremely unconscionable!!! These people are much more

diabolical than Dr. Josef Mengele EVER HOPED TO BE!!! They are a hateful bunch who want a 'glut of power' for their own evil

purposes. Okay, offa the soapbox now....
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I heard of someone who is very ill and constantly in pain to the point of life not worth living. He has no family left and just a few friends

he would like to leave money to. IHe has life insurance. If he gets the jab and dies will the insurance company pay out?
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The irony is the shot might leave him suffering twice what he is suffering now! Taking the jab in the hopes of dying by it is

suicide, a one way ticket to hell. This person would do well to get right with God in Christ Jesus. Put his faith and trust in the

Lord then look to solutions God created, we call them natural remedies. Naturopathic doctors can help diagnose and treat the

problem through nutrition, detoxing and herbs etc. Intermittent fasting which induces autophagy was highly effective for a

vaccine injured health care worker who said it brought him back to 98% from a nearly year long struggle post COVID jab side

effects. it may be effective for your friend, too. There are remedies, but you have to seek them out through natural means, not

allopathic.
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I haven't heard anything that they would not pay, He does have to make sure that he names the people he wants the money to go

to on his will and on the insurance. In fact the Insurance companies had mentioned that claims were up this year.
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Have been saying this for past 18 months. Create the NEED thru devastating EUA experimental gene therapy injections using "we the

people" monies to do so at every turn and bank billions and billions($$$) on the front end through injection proZts and then wait for

it...wait for it and BOOM all sorts of NEW immunological (VAIDS, AUTOIMMUNE), Neurodegenerative, Infertility, Cancers etc. Pharma

and Fauci know exactly what they are doing with all of this plandemic table setting for the ultimate agenda 2030
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Notice the "cover" the perps are gonna try using too. They are trying to get the narrative in place to indoctrinate the people to

believe all this NEW illness is simply because of those people who were "unable" to get medical access because all hospital

beds were full of whu-ku people. In other words nothing to see here and no injection caused illness. Always controlling the

narrative and get away with it every time...ZERO accountability!
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Just get ready for an onslaught of "virus"-related crap the we "MUST" be vaccinated for!!! This kind of crap doesn't fool anyone with

HALF A BRAIN!!! We just have to keep on Zghting for our right to good health by not falling for the latest crap hook-line-and sinker!!!
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And the genocide begins....
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On 7/23/21 the CDC quietly updated their "Sexually Transmitted Infections Treatment Guidelines, 2021" for the Zrst time since 2006.

HIV is center stage in this update. My state, Nevada passed at least 3 bills related to HIV in 2021. One that "modernizes" HIV testing &

treatment policy by deferring all state power to the federal gov't (CDC). Another that allows the state health authorities to

quarantine/detain citizens and a third that allows pharmacists to test and treat HIV. And the kicker...the main post exposure drug that

is touted in the CDC update is called Zidovudine (ZDV). You may remember Ziduvudine by the name that it was called in the 1980s and

1990s. AZT. Here's an article I wrote about this as it relates to new Nevada laws, though I am sure that other states have done the

same already. You know, lockstep. katsienk.substack.com/p/hiv-and-other-communicable-diseases?utm_source..
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How they are are allowed with no accountability to shift the narrative whenever they wish is the real crux of the problem

humanity faces. There simply is no accountability. The perps simply do as they please...
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Now it should be very clear why the US government insisted on everyone getting these mRNA jabs. This was to set everyone up for the

next HIV Pandemic they have waiting in a level 4 lab near you. Their logic that "this is a pandemic of the unvaccinated" never made

sense. They used every coercion tactic in the book to get people to role up their sleeves. They went as far as blaming the unvaccinated

people for infecting the vaccinated! How absurd is that? These people are social engineering a pharmaceutical dependent society. It's

the equivalent of slavery. The roadblock that's preventing them from achieving their medical dictatorship is the unvaccinated! Omicron

completely backZred! Omicron was Bill Gates "plan B" that was supposed to infect all the remaining unvaccinated.

Due to ADE, Omicron is mostly infecting the VACCINATED! So now they are scrambling to get an Omicron speciZc jab available by

March. What a joke! These same people that have already had up to 4 jabs will be running to the nearest clinic to get their 5th Omicron

jab. These same people will consequently be diagnosed with AIDS. Is the world really this stupid? Do people really trust the

government to make health decisions?
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I'm still waiting for the "vaccine" for stupidity and insanity! I really doubt, that is possible.
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People are really stupid. I just can’t believe how many people I know that got the jab and the booster and they believe it’s a good

thing. They won’t listen to me about it at all. They are addicted to it
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So true Arlen1. DeZnition of “stupid”: - seeing the truth, hearing the truth, knowing the truth, but still believing the lies. As Albert

Einstein said “ unthinking belief in authority is the greatest enemy of the truth”.
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Have you noticed how many people are passing away with no cause of death listed in published articles
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Yes. And I believe the HIV was purposeful. Have you been watching the myriad of drug commercials for AIDS in the last 2 years?

I have, I mentioned it one day to my bf. "Honey, have you noticed all these "new" AIDS drugs? What the hell is that about?" I think

we have our answer.
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all part of the 2030 agenda. These perps own the narrative and until those same perps are held accountable none of this

ends...why would it?
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kfa I’ve noticed that too. I thought it was kinda strange. They were getting ready for it
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Too many people dying to perform timely autopsies. So they get labelled covid19 deaths and then cremated. Cremation

guarantees all evidence is destroyed.
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guarantees all evidence is destroyed.
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Patricia1936
Joined On 8/4/2011 10:59:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, it's the same game plan as the 80s. When Dr Peter Duesberg published his book Inventing The AIDS Virus, Fouci went out him the

same as he did with Micovits and others. Duesberg denied the importance of HIV and basically presented the Terrain Theory, although

Bechamp's Terrain ideas weren't called a theory then. Magic Johnson and others proved him correct. Johnson, refused AZT, vaccines

etc and has lived with HIV for years without developing AIDS. I purchased Duesberg's book when it Zrst came out in the 90s. But then

Fauci put his sights on Duesberg and cut all funding so Duesberg's bright future in research was squelched . Fauci controls research.

He needs to be in prison where he can't ruin careers in science, harm the citizens and lie to Congress and be adored by TV talking

heads.
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ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Prison is too good for Fauci. He is the most evil human to have gotten a degree in "science".
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raj61359
Joined On 7/24/2021 4:20:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bill Gates appears to be already planning the next pandemic. He has expressed deep disappointment that Omicron is providing

immunity resulting in hugely reduced demand for vaccines and now there is a huge stockpile of these vaccines. He expects that

vaccines will be available within 6 months of the declaration of the next pandemic. Can this guy be stopped from creating such

events? I wonder from which country the next pandemic will emerge. it may need to be the USA.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Until these perps are held to account...none of this ends. Why would it. We all know the deZnition of insanity
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Ronmus
Joined On 7/20/2020 7:26:04 AM
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Dr Luc.....would have been 90 this summer.
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cbdavis
Joined On 11/13/2021 8:32:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If this is transmitted the same way, then I feel for gays. If it’s the shot causing this, yikes! Glad I never got the shot.
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FrereJacque
Joined On 2/10/2022 4:39:46 AM
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And what role does the AIDS section of RFK, Jrs book the Real Anthony Fauci have in Fauci bringing AIDS back into the picture.

Kennedy gives Dr. Duesberg's perspective that the retrovirus that's been named HIV is harmless and does not cause immune system

failure. Dr. Duesberg's perspective is that it was lifestyle that led to the infections. SpeciZcally POPPERS which impair the immune

system. Pneumocystis pneumonia is treatable disease and is not related to HIV. In 1990 Montagnier rejected HIV as the cause of

AIDS. About the same time his American rival and Fauci darling, Robert Gallo, also dismissed HIV as the cause of AIDS. Gallo

nominated Human Herpes virus 6 as the cause, HHV6 does devastate the immune system.  It, like Pneumocystis, is easily treated.

Fauci's choice was AZT which kills the patients, often in less than a year. Read Kennedy's book.
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Glastian
Joined On 1/18/2021 8:16:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If the Georgia guidestones are to be believed, the reduction in world population will “solve” many of the present “problems”

deliberately imposed upon a compliant, fearful humanity. All in the name of the reptilian enemy, of course. As posted earlier, article by

the Daily Expose on the Scottish government not posting data due to fully vaccinated apparently having AIDS          

 dailyexpose.uk/2022/02/18/phs-refuse-publish-covid-data-shows-fully-va..
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berigora1
Joined On 1/31/2013 3:16:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And here in Australia we are seeing TV advertising promoting shingles vaccine. Gotta keep the scare tactics coming!
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bowgirl
Joined On 12/3/2011 6:17:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A friend who has bad COPD, now has shingles, she believes was triggered shortly after her 3rd jab.
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kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM
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All of this is so sad and oftentimes scary.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Shingles is one of the "diseases" that people are getting - after the shot!
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I doubt that the shingles vaccine works to offset the covid19 vaccine. The shingles people are experiencing after getting the

jabs is the result of their innate immune system being shut down. It supposedly takes over 6 months for your innate immune

system to recover back to pre-jab status. There's the biggest problem. They are pushing boosters every 4 to 6 months. With

each shot your innate immune system gets weaker and weaker and recovery time gets longer. If you read some of Dr Mercola's

early reports on Moderna's vaccine developments you'll recall that they never could get FDA approval for any of their mRNA

products due to having to give boosters too often.

With each booster shot you had less time that the shots were effective. Eventually there's zero effectiveness (Omicron).  The

best thing to prevent shingles is a chickenpox party! Every time a grandkid got chickenpox they would get sent to their

grandparents house. All relatives and friends over age 50 would come over and hug the infected child. Now they were immune

to shingles.
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In September or there about, I read an article stating the CDC wanted doctors to report any new cases of HIV to them. I believe the

article was I the Epoch News. Does anyone else remember that blurb around September? this isn’t new....I’ve been reading and hearing

about HIV in the vaccine since last March; I believe from Sherry Tenpenny’s many interviews and then possibly Dr. Northrop. Very little

in this article is new to me; I’ve been warning people who haven’t received the jab not to for this reason and others....it is a sad state of

affair when people are jabbing themselves with a concoction that only a few know what is in it and those who surmise what is in

it...are shut down. Thank you Dr. Mercola where the badge of honor that Time Magazine placed on you for it is a true badge of honor

that will be acknowledged in the not to far future.
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kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My BF is jabbed. I can't say anything to him because he says "where did you hear that? FACEBOOK?"  -- He had to be jabbed or

lose his job and hes' been there 26 years. City of Charleston, SC. How very awful. I don't say anything to him, or friends who are

jabbed. It will only serve to frighten them and many just refuse to believe it.  I do say to people that are jabbed and have had

COVID. "Why do you need a booster?" You have had two, and been sick. There is no point, please don't get one. Best I can do.
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John21601
Joined On 5/6/2021 2:06:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What was it Luc Montagnier said just before he died? Looks like the unvaxxed will be the only survivors from all the hard work of the

new ***. Well...until they start murdering us in the streets or in the Gulags. Oh, you thought the camps were for enforced lockdowns?

The only way to beat the Chinese at their own game is to create slave camps of our own. Remember the old song, "Anything you can

do I can do better."? Nobody can beat the great ole U S of A!

💪
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skupe59
Joined On 5/2/2009 7:28:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If/when they take down the power grid and suspend Congress, nobody will be prosecuted for the nonsense virus and shots. I'm more

worried about that and being forced to take other shots or go to a camp.
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ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The time has come to Znd like minded aware people and honker in. I believe the USA will need to be divided if enough do not

stop electing these tyrants and elections laws are not followed. Won't hold my breath for that
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merculo
Joined On 4/12/2020 4:51:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

let's just help spread this critical info so people could be awaken one at a time
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They won't listen; we have civil war in our family as I am unvaccinated and considered a fool.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Many are not listening because they are dead.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

steve - the "dead" listen to TV every night - especially the "news"
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.eatthis.com/news-sure-signs-long-covid-fauci  This is unreal, Fauci hi-jacking Covid/Long Covid symptoms and vaccine

symptom reactions to persuade people to have the jabsssss.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi pipblanc, Fauci knows this? DOES CHINA KNOW SOMETHING WE DON’T ABOUT THE COVID-19 MRNA INJECTIONS?

www.naturalhealth365.com/china-does-not-administer-mrna-shots-3553.htm..
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Joined On 4/2/2013 1:25:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You are no fool Pip. Your lucidity has saved you. Join the great unV. We are the minority now but boy am I grateful I didn’t follow

the sheep!!
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It’s ridiculous: all those symptoms. Are these vax-free people? Highly unlikely. Looks like jab syndrome to me!
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Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM
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Gui, I read that article and was interesting. They put a little spin on some details or the person reporting this just

overlooked/missed a few details. For example, the mRNA jab China has in phase 3 trials IS being tested on Chinese citizens.

The provinces of Yunnan and Guangxi have 2000 participants in a study of 28,000 participants. They compared this jab to

Moderna's and PZzer's, but that's really unfair. The only thing this vaccine has in common with PZzer and Moderna is mRNA.

They developed their own lipid nanoparticle to deliver the mRNA that shares nothing with Moderna/PZzer.
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They developed their own lipid nanoparticle to deliver the mRNA that shares nothing with Moderna/PZzer.

Also, this jab targets the Sars-Cov-2 receptor binding domain which is a part of the spike protein instead of the entire spike

protein. This should make this vaccine less toxic. Regardless, I won't be getting it. As for WHY it's taking China so long to

approve this mRNA jab is very simple. Unlike the USA, they are actually TESTING this new technology! The vaccines they have

approved are based on old technology that they are less concerned about having adverse side effects.

The real question should be WHY didn't the USA use this level of caution in their mRNA vaccine development and testing? The

answer is MONEY! China has an opportunity to redeem themselves and make the USA look like the villains. If they can market

an mRNA jab that's actually safe and effective they will effectively take the lead on pandemic mitigation moving forward. Under

Joe Biden's watch, the USA will go from FIRST to WORST in the world in every statistic.
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jkb5148
Joined On 11/28/2020 4:56:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tore Maras of Tore Says told us in 2019 that some of the covid jabs were using HIV banding in their design. We knew this was coming

for a while. She also mentions that the use of HCQ kept people from acquiring HIV.
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boobtube
Joined On 9/15/2020 6:39:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

HIV was never isolated. Never shown to exist. HIV=AIDS was a hoax. So now we need to get a bogus test to prove we have another

virus never proven to exist? Covid never isolated. So a unproven virus causes another unproven virus. Makes sense. This could go on

all day.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

destroyed or weakened immunity is no hoax though and people will be labeled because that is what Pharma does. They have to

label to get people to be afraid and then market the living crap out of the FEAR porn
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FrereJacque
Joined On 2/10/2022 4:39:46 AM
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The retrovirus named HIV was shown to exist. That it cases AIDS was never proven. Read RFK,Jrs book The Real Anthony Fauci
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

FrereJacque is correct, HIV is an identiZed retrovirus. Robert Gallo ran some sketchy trials in his laboratory that could never be

reproduced, and announced that HIV caused AIDS. It was one of the early conspiracies. Keep in mind, when Prof. Luc

Montagnier Zrst learned about the push for an HIV vaccine for sub-Sahara Africa, he mentioned that it would be far better to

provide clean water and proper nutrition to Africans, it would do far more good than any shot might provide. He was ignored.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here, you can buy it from Sino Biological: www.sinobiological.com/recombinant-proteins/hiv-hiv-gp120-40404-v08h   If you

look to the right side of the screen you'll notice they also sell Sars-Cov-2 isolate.
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cena54321
Joined On 2/22/2022 1:08:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The content of the website is so helpful and the structure is also good. Everyone Who is reading this and taking Oxycodone, get ready

for what your life is about to become. If you stay on it longer than 6 weeks you are now in the oxy-head club! Once you reach tolerance

level and taking over what the Dr. prescribes it's over, you lose libido, the interest in going out, ya I've heard the whole Quantity over

Quality life bit spoke like a true hooked, the yes addicted person know more about oxycodone you can visit us:

skypanacea.com/.../oxycodone
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kku35696
Joined On 7/22/2013 8:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Off topic - sorry. Has anyone heard anything about the trucker convoy in Canada being inZltrated by Trudeau? I have been reading that

the “organizer” was a plant so that Trudeau could enact the Emergency Act.
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K.Wilson
Joined On 2/17/2021 11:05:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I never thought of it from that standpoint, but holy ***... something to consider. Given everything else that has happened in the

last two years, is it really that far fetched?
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fox News covers it all day every day along with the crisis at the southern US border and the Ukraine crisis. In fact, Fox is the

only network with investigative reporters on the ground at all 3 locations. I assume you get your news from more Liberal leaning

networks? Fox isn't perfect, but at least they are on location actually reporting the news LIVE as it happens. As Bill O'Reilly used

to say, "THE SPIN STOPS HERE!" I personally like OAN better than FOX, but they are so under budgeted and under staffed that

they can't afford to send teams of people to these locations. But, they would if they could.
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ice Age Eugenics and Biodigital-convergence Now.Info... the long planned/engineered top down/think-tanked/survival/control

system/cull humanity "requires"... [Georgia Guidestones/intermediary Deagel 2025 Report style] rense.com/.../deagel-a.jpg  [space]

allnewspipeline.com/.../imageedit_5_9433795240.gif  ... as we enter into this next cyclical incoming mini/maxi ice age/global cooling

period. It's just "business" on the big ranch ball... so don't take it personally if you wake up dead, chipped, graphenated and/or

assimilated into the META Nullo ZuckerBorg/MuskBorg/KlausVaderBorg/Neurolaced/Neurolinked 5G "virtual" biodigital oblivion.

Dr. Zev Zelenko tells Dr. Peter Breggin: Humanity is on the verge of global enslavement [space] https://www.naturalnews.com/

2022-02-22-humanity-on-verge-of-global-enslavement.html  [space] WEF - Data intermediaries are key to ensuring digital agency and

privacy - Feb 17, 2022 [space] www.weforum.org/agenda/2022/02/issue-brieZng-advancing-toward-digital..  [space]

www.weforum.org/reports/advancing-digital-agency-the-power-of-data-int..  [space]

www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_Advancing_towards_Digital_Agency_2022.pdf  [space]

horizons.gc.ca/.../exploring-biodigital-convergence  [space] horizons.gc.ca/.../emergence-of-a-knowing-society  [space]

intelligence.weforum.org/topics/a1G0X000006O6EHUA0?tab=publications  [space]

ice-age-ahead-iaa.ca/ice_age_1/Exraordinary_Evidence_in_Plasma_Astroph..  [space] https://electroverse.net/  [space]

https://www.naturalnews.com/  [space] www.bitchute.com/search/?query=vaccine%20graphene&kind=video&s..  [now more than

6025 vids on GRAPHENE IN THE INJECTIONS] Where Klaus "hides out" to avoid the "whiny masses" >

 stateofthenation.co/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Screen-Shot-2021-04-25-..  [space] en.wikipedia.org/.../Oblivion_ (2013_Zlm)
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The trucker demonstrations are good for getting the word out. However, Canada proved that nothing will change because evil has

everything on the line and will continue to decimate the world. What appears most effective is for the truckers to stop delivering to

Ottawa and NYC. Stay home, save money, keep your possessions safe, stay out of jail and make the maximum impact. Trouble is you

will always have drivers who will "cross the picket line" and deliver for even more proZt than usual.
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kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Truckers in every area, need to stay home. We will suffer, but this is war.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That would deZnitely be the best plan. However; I would strongly suggest that they empty their bank accounts Zrst - and stock

up on supplies!
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BFW1984
Joined On 2/22/2022 6:19:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Anyone else not get their daily email from Dr. Mercola this morning? It’s my morning go-to
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ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

HIV does not cause AIDS. Why are you considered sick if you have so called HIV antibodies but for every other virus you are healthy if

you have antibodies against a bug, considered well and even use the blood as a cure? AIDS was caused by poisoning with poppers and

over use of antibiotics along with a host of bad habits. viroliegy.com/2021/10/05/the-infectious-myth-busted-part-3-hiv-transmi..  If

we do not go the root of this unproved germ theory and pull it we will be chasing our tails till we drop.
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nickjj
Joined On 12/21/2021 4:40:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for the link. These interesting points are also covered in Robert F Kennedy Jr's best-selling book THE REAL ANTHONY

FAUCI. The book's thorough discussion of FAUCI's FAILINGS about AIDS really prepares one for what is developing now with

VAIDS!
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AlisonWunderland
Joined On 6/24/2021 5:13:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wasn’t Christianity intended to unite the World?
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No. Jesus said it would divide the world, because truth divides& it's always a minority who seeks& loves the truth. He said that

in the end the world would unite in the biggest lie of them all& receive a false christ& idol shepherd (see Zechariah, Revelation

17&18, Daniel 2, 9-12 KJB),& told us that in the world we would see tribulation for the sheep shouldn't expect better treatment

than the Shepherd, the citizens of the far& better country, w/ exchanged citizenship, the earnest& not yet fully consummated

inheritance, than their master& King.

See the parables of the Gospel of Luke, Ephesians, Hebrews KJB. W/right to protect/defend. The Gospel of Christ is to be freely

offered, freely received& cannot be forced w/ some empire army& powers' backed forced conformity: a man convinced against

his will is of the same opinion still,& dead men cannot come to their senses& repent. Our commission is the Gospel of the Lord

Jesus Christ,& giving the reasons for the hope that we have, giving men the scriptures: teaching& ministering w/ those who

freely receive it.

When enough do,God blesses it& there is freedom indeed which must be vigilantly& diligently guarded if it's to last,& it's rare.

Free nations being like free churches, fragile things living by faith, blessed according to faithfulness or apostasy. We get the

same judgment his people Israel did in those cases of apostasy. Our unity is in Christ who is all& in all in the true church of the

living God, the sons of God not yet manifested.

Christians are pilgrims here:citizens of a far& better country& King who WILL return, but 1st he'll let people manifest their true

desire, rejecting him or receiving, as written& ironically part of their judgment. We seek the well-being of our temporal home

whenever permitted:such that it doesn't demand denial of our Creator, Savior & King to participate. The 1 who is the Word, the

way, the truth& the life, the Faithful& True won't suffer lies,tyranny& injustice forever: he will avenge.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bill Gates doesn't work for God
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julymcml
Joined On 8/2/2021 7:41:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No...as Christ said, He came to divide. Christianity unites us to God, not to one another.
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Duvernay
Joined On 10/6/2020 5:12:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not everyone is going to avail themselves of Jesus's sin atonement which is the only thing that can reconcile us to God. Many

refuse to repent through which we understand our need to turn back to God. YOU MUST BE BORN AGAIN of God's Holy Spirit.

Satan has his counterfeit in the One World System, which is now manefesting itself. The unity that it promises to unite people

everywhere is not of God, is fake and will dissolve in world wide disaster....
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jkswartz1
Joined On 8/5/2011 9:44:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was wondering what Dr Mercola thinks about the new Novavax vaccine, while I'm not crazy about any vaccine this one at least

sounds better than the MRNA vaccines?? Would enjoy your comments!
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boobtube
Joined On 9/15/2020 6:39:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@jkswartz1 A Gates funded product. Steer clear. Ever heard the expression, "pick your poison?" That's what you are asking.
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Novavax is probably the lessor of the poisonous injections. There is no mRNA in it "programming" your cells to produce toxic

spike protein. Instead, they have synthetic spike protein that gets injected into you. It's still toxic, but it should be WAY SAFER!

Unfortunately, it probably will never get approval or EUA by the FDA. The reason for that is multifaceted. First of all the vaccine

was developed for the original Alpha strain that is now LONG GONE! Nothing that is currently available works for Omicron. In

fact, several studies suggest that people catching Omicron are those that are vaccinated. Nearly everyone being hospitalized

with Omicron are fully vaccinated and boosted.

Another reason is the Fauci factor. Fauci doesn't support this kind of vaccine. He has all his bets placed on mRNA vaccines. If

Novavax works without complications it would mean ending all of the current clot shots. Fauci and his pet biotech Moderna

would lose BILLIONS if that happened! The fact that my two favorite countries outside the USA (S. Korea and Canada) have both

FULLY APPROVED Novavax is a big red kag!! Both countries follow the USA's footsteps and jointly share vaccine/virus research

and development. So, for both of them to have approved Novavax and the US hasn't even given it EUA tells me FAUCI is

involved. All their patents and investments surround the mRNA jabs from Moderna, Jannsen, and PZzer.

You are allowed to enter and travel in the USA if you get the Novavax vaccine. I assume you are in the USA?? You're probably

S.O.L! The best choice is to not get any jab! If you do get vaccinated, wait for the new attenuated vaccine that is sprayed up your

nose. It's in phase 3 trials now. clinicaltrials.gov/.../NCT04619628  Notice the date this trial started!! It's before any mRNA

vaccine got EUA in Dec 2020!! Look at the age group. This vaccine is for those age 18-30. In OTHER WORDS, the FDA knew from

day 1 the cardiovascular dangers these mRNA jabs posed!!
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When you get this new nasal sprayed vaccine, you must be ready to immediately FLUSH IT OUT!! If and when it comes down to it

(employer requires it) I will get this. I'll have a Navage nasal/sinus kush machine already prepared for the kushing/sterilizing:

www.hammacher.com/product/powered-sinus-decongester?source=PRODSEM&..

(ROI)%20Medium%20Margin%20-%20Shopping&utm_term=4581046485461988&utm_content=Personal%20Care You need

H2O2 and Iodine to mix with water and kush, kush, and keep kushing!! I'm hoping to Znd a place like "The Shot Nurse" where

you schedule an appointment, and you are in and out in seconds! The sooner you can get to your car to begin kushing the better.

There are other things you can do to limit your contact with the vaccine. You can take aloe vera and squirt it up into your sinus

cavities. Massage it back into the cavities as far back as possible. Zinc infused aloe will do even better at destroying this

vaccine on contact. That used to be an OTC cold remedy (Zicam). Zicam is still around but the FDA outlawed the gel version

that you squirt up your nose and massage into your sinuses. Hmmm, I WONDER WHY?? FDA = Fauci's Death Academy.

So gel-up before the spray and kush out after the spray. If there's anything you are sensitive to that will make your sinuses drain

then use it for that purpose. For me, that's hot peppers!  The reason for my insane attempt to make the vaccine ineffective is

SANITY actually. They have been trying to make a coronavirus vaccine since the 1950's. All attempts have failed due to ADE

(antibody-dependent enhancement). It appears Omicron is being antibody-enhanced by the current vaccines. To think that

Novavax or Covi-Vac would be different and not cause ADE a year from now would be the deZnition of INSANITY!
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Three words. Mikovits Mikovits Mikovits! Before this whole scheme started at the end of 2019, she had already outed the evil that

FauxChi (false life force) had committed against her. I was not surprised when he became world famous in 20. This article is stating

that the jab doesn’t necessarily “cause” AIDS? Hello? She stated at the Very Beginning that it possesses the three most deadly viruses

to man. I believe it’s a complex of computational info. transference. This whole thing will not end and there is really nothing anyone

can do to stop it, only bide some time. It’s most important that you all know and accept who the only true living God is, and that is

Jesus Christ, Who is the head of the Ecclesia Church, but Who is the Messiah to the Chosen Jews, Yeshua haMashiach.
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EXACTLY! Dr. Judy was screaming to all about all of this to come
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YES...aready written, and well written, precise, speciZc as to a developing timeline in accordance to the will of GOD , coming to

pass in sequence and order.... prior to HIS return...yet is also written, we are to STAND, /resist/refuse, even unto death...endure

to the end.. more time, SLOW the speed, more to come to true saving grace and real life, which is ALSO will of GOD, that all or as

many as possible, of their own free will enter in.....BEFORE the end and HIS return....would be good for ANYONE to read whats

coming...eventually.....and perhaps begin to prepare??? later.
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How can Bitcoin save the 80% if they can’t afford a single coin?
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Dear Dr. Mercola, Would you advise your writers and yourself not to use the word "Covid" any more? As long as you use this word

instead of cold or ku, that fake invented name standing for "certiZcate of vaxx ID" sounds as if a so-called diease existed. This is

misleading to use that word. Now many sambugs are revealed and some are executed such as real Dr. Fauci, real Pelosi, real other

Dem(on)s, UK premier, Nazi Merkel, Killery Clinton and her husband, California ex-governer Newsom, etc. That fake disease name

should not be printed any more anywhere. Now other criminals are being hunted down and will certainly be executed.
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